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SDAY; AUGUST 9, 1876.
Better to smell the violet qool, than sip
the glowing wine;
op
Better to hark a hidden breok, than watch
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the fingncial receipts from visitors: $5,000,
| at least. But. the heary.
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Bedford races; as he did not wish to en- in the. country is the trying to imagine |
-horse-racing ; but he proved that ones self there. At any rate this isa

his refusal did not arise from: parsimony,
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and, ideal, |
was in prison, he: was chosen pastor of himself, ou? highest exemplar
‘made perfect ' through suffer
the church, and held the office till, his’ was
3
169
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death, in 1688, The present Duke of ings.
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Bedford, on succeeding to his title p few
| 'Wewpresiume the hot weathef has ine 0
years ago, refused to continue ; the course
to discorrse
pursued by his predecessors, of giving a duced the Vermont Chronicle

piece of plate every year as a prize at the
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healthy. Without it no man ever

he began to preach, and in 1671, while'he
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best panoply ‘with which to
;
young ‘against the evils of life. i
what pain isc
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1|:hibition; dnd each day; it 1s said, cut down, |

truth1s that God intends we shall know |

the Baptist churchin Bedford.
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: heroic and Christian spirit--these are the 0

Bedford,

from

SVP
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the : county town,‘in 1628. In 1653, he
| was baptized, and became' a: member of

Bedfordshive,
a few miles
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them
; even to'bean it, if ‘necessary, in a

BUNYAN MEMORIAL.
REV. WILLIAM HURLIY, :
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John Bunyan was born at Elstow,in
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| with friends of former years in! Central, of evil is most important. To know | is'
New York.—J, J.B. /
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*: Beauty costs no

by giving to the town a statue of Bunyan, more than ‘ugliness. It is just as ecoBetter be fed by mother’s hand, than eat which cost fifteen thousand dollars, about nomical to dig a céllar and build a farmalone at will ;
;
as much
as thirty race cups would cost. house on a fine siteas on''a poor ' one,
Better to trust in God, than say, ‘‘ My This statue was unveiled in June, 1874, Itis
as cheap to put the barn and the
goods my store-house fll.”
by the late Lady Augusta Stanley, wife of goose-pen and the cider-mill where they
Better to walk the realm unseen, than Dean Stanley, in the presence of her hus- will not spoil the dwelling of the farmer
band and other notabilities, and a Iarge and offend against good taste,as it’ is to
watch the hour's event;
:
concourse of spectators.
flank the house on''all’ sides’ with' offenBetter the * Well done!” at the last, th
The Duke has now further shown his ap- sive buildings. Rural scenery requires
the air with shouting rent.
requested the resigmation of Supervising
It is well enough to Architect Potter, It is conjectured: that
Better a death when
rk is done, than preciation of Bunyan, by giving to the rural architecture.
trustees of Bunyan Meeting, -a pair of build a palace in a town, butit would not
earth's most fav
birth;
;
éx-Supervisor Mullett will be ‘his sucbronze gates, as a memorial of the famous harmonize with the country. A blunder
Better a child An God's great house, than
cessor.——The presiding officer of the
author of* ‘Pilgrim's Progress”. Thesegates in building a farm-house, either in its
the king of all the earth,
| Senate has appointed Morton, - Sargent
bave on them ten panels, with raised location or its structure, isa blunder for
—George Macdonald.
and Cooper, on the partof the Senate, on
figures, descriptive of scenes in the world- life. It is as easy to makeit a beautiful
renowned book. These panels are the home which will educate the sensibilities | é| joint committee authorizedto proceed
+"
A VACATION TRIP.
to California, during the recess,to inguire
After the labors of the year there is: no work of Mr. Thrupp, and were capmenced and the taste,as it is to make it ugly, [ into the,subject of the Chinese immigrabetter means of recuperation and rest by him about ten years ago, and when surround it with buildings still uglier, ES
gt
Blace
than a tour in the country. Combining completed, they were seen by the Duke of and render it fitter for a lair of béasts
4 diamond shine.

_

seyeral objects we first took our course to

Bedford, who was

so much pleased with

Railroad. Much of the scenery, espevially over the Blue Ridge, is interesting

sign a frame-work for his panels, and to

than for thie habi tation of men,
en and children.”

Washington by the. Baltimore & Ohio them that he instructed Mr. Thrupp to de-

: ~

and grand, - We could stop only a few
moments at Harper's Ferry, but long

enoughto see the old John Brown arsenal
and

other

noted

objects.

At . Wash-

family

in

1854,

that if

we ever had a Republican president, I

would take them to ‘Washington to see
him. We visited some of the Department
buildings, the Corcoran art gallery,
where is one of Powers’s statues of the

Greek-Slave; also the Soldiers’ Home
with its spacious buildings and beautiful

haye the gatés cast at his expense. He
then offered them to the trustees of Bunyan
Meeting, and they were accepted by the
church; and they also erected a stone
portico to receive the gates. The cost of
the gates was about five thousand dollars,
and of the portico, two thousand five

«¢ Little loves are selfish.
forever appropriating, never

bellion find a delightful
cemetery is very

neatly

where those

tempered,

The

In No. 5, Christian

arranged

with

and is approaching the House

10,000 graves of soldiers,

has

passed

have just come

of endeavoring

everything,

As the

Many bring

back

old Scotch p

it,: *“ Covetuousn
ess brings
:
brings 1 naethingIh hame.”
ame.
|
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Beautiful,

over the wall.

, THE

eA Your

of the Exhibition, which

ing

would

prove

of ‘help

‘the : Exhibition

(can:

be’

generalized

and put away in the memory by any better
means. : In order to give some idea of the
general features of individual exhibjts in

Reeves,
cap-

tacked the Montenegrins at Kutschi, but

the enameled: work in silver: and goldis
ex coedingly brilliant, and shows remarks

Selim Pasha was wound-

ably fine

Hafiz Pasha entered Servia on the 29thof

, At Grenada he enconntered. 4000

vians.. After a four hours’ fight the
Servians fled, leaving many killed. Hafiz

workmanship. . A peculiar Russian

ad the Servians.

which

raged

Pacha

entered

not known.

cut

A great battle occurred,

all day.

The result was

The Turks under -Suleiman
Servia,

near

aofNe
Ha ay
tices stones are very handsome,

Ql

of

A
with & mosaic

malachite,

front of ‘thesé stones and this fruit work,
is valued at $6,500. ‘Malachite vases, éach

Pasha joined Ahmed Eyob Pasha at DerBent on the 30th, where he again attack-

Pondirola,

where they encounted eight Servian battalions with twelve guns. After a sharp

contestants. The Seryians are said to be
again in possession of Isvor, while the

no doubt but that it is: * It is one of the

and Hopeful to induce them to join bimin

siderably larger,

and in

some

ful at Vanity” Fair, ‘and on’ the: other,
Christian, and Hopeful : passing through

/ingy

Many!of the public houses

the beach withina few rods of the

with numerous

are on
shore,

cool ‘arbors where

you

may sit by the shour in: presence of the
roaring, dashing waves, ‘with : numerous
boats, ships, and steamers in sight.

eral private ‘parks

is; taken out; of its place in the allegory,

mobn-strick

that it may be placed by the side of the
latter.
|
These gates are said to be very beautiful,
They wére

by the ‘mayor, ‘aldermen, councillors, ‘and

Sev-

others.

ride.

dness
policy, in‘managing’ the indebte
s #0

Rev, Dr. Stoughton, of London, a

EXOHANGE

ition, 'as'of individual

we saw it twenty years ‘ago. Many of
the monuments
are very costly and elegant, marking the graves of the merchant
distinguished

NOTES

SOO
ore

Palisades and other
lower Hudson’. At.
to seg the spacious
second
story nearly
the journeying and

reports of the failures of the European
crop.~~—8ixty Russian’ officers are expected at Nissa' to enter the Servian
army;<The commander of the Servians

THE ADMISSION OF COLORADO. (i “10

00

The President, in accordance with the’

AND: QUOTES,

‘activity, owing to

opened with unusual

"|

acts of Congress,’ approved, March '8,
1875, on Tuesday, issued,a proclamution’
‘who fired on an Austrian steamer in’ the
declaring

resi-

dents of the great city. ' The obsequies of
Com. Garner and ‘wife, of ‘the ill fated
Some one has been writing to the editMohawk, was held while we were there,
with a very large’ atténdance. After a or of (the (Christian Mirror complaining
brief rest with friends, we cameup in the’ that! its: stories for children sometimes
< Why fill
evening boat to ‘Albany. We left: New contain painful incidents.

. York at gfx, giving

| consequence of the drought, the crops being destroyed over 800 square miles of
‘of country, inhabited by 70,000,000 people.
The press’ restrictions
“are still ' in"| evénsing in severity. The silk season

The Advance concludes its artigle on
and proclaiming the “fact” that Danubé has been dismissed.~———Upon the
« Het | Weather Religion” ‘with the asgertion, ‘‘ If thosé who travel must keép the fundamental eonditions imposed by reopening of the Italian deputies the
near to Christ, those who are compelled ‘Congress on the State
of Colorado to en. governtiiest will introduce a bill estabto stay at home need to do it not a whit title that State to admission tothe Union lishing élementary education.——Morti-have been ratified and accepted, and that
the less.”
eal wl,
:
‘met O6llins, poet and novelist, died in

Cematery, which is'much improved since’

other

from his present position.
"19
A Berlin despatéh states that! a ‘thou-

ceremonies by

evening. This service was also attended

In the’ afternoon ‘we ‘visited : Greenwood

and

General Grant permanent president of
the Smithsonian Institution,on retirement

want’ ¢¢heap 'money," ‘and lots” of ‘it.
They want '¢ relief for’ the débtor class.”

exceptionally cheap—cheaper than greenbacks--they have" discovered’ that, after | sand Germans, séttled in Prubsia, are rethe Mayoress of Bedford, in ‘the presence all, it i¥ silvér, and not ‘paper, ‘of ‘whick’ portedto have emigrated to thig country.
to be made. And’ so they ——-Jt'is persistently stated that intervenof the Mayor ‘and other officials of the money ought
townat 4 ‘o'clock ‘in. thd afternoon of have prépared, and are pushing’ throug
tion of the powers in the ‘Servo-Turkish
Wednésday, July 5th, and celebration Congress, a law which is’ intended” to questioft will occur on the 8th of August.
services ‘were held at '7 o'clock ih’ ‘the méet this case!™ ’ And its conclusion «A famine is threatened in China in
gages of Ghiberti, at Florénce.

unveiled with appropriate

ob

princes

- and leave fortheir destination at once.

tors, have turned over a new leaf." ‘They A. proposition,is ‘suggested to 5 make

celebrated’ 'Congregationalist’ minister,
as tastefully arranged’ and beautiful ‘as gave an excellent addresson Bunyan, and
any we ever saw.
ton
4
bite a resolution of 'thanks'to the Duke of Bed:
From Long Brahchwe came by R. R. ford was voted by the assembly:
1
5
roe
to Sandy Hook, and thence by steamer up
‘morning

‘calculators, ash cdg

ali~

mony to his nineteenth wife has been 'reduced from, $500 10 $100 per month.
All the cavalry now on duty in southersl
Kansas, Texas and the: Indian, Territory
is ordered to join Genegal Terry
or Croak,

and are spoken of in’ comparison
with the And as silver, Just now, happens to' be

in ‘the vicinity are

New York harbor, a'nice

The amountof Brigham Young's

judgment, but apparently of all’ foundation upon which such prifciples donld be
the river of death; « The former of these teared and stand.” ‘And again’ These

respects

better than Uentral Parkin New York.
Saturday and Sabbath we spent at Long
Branch. : After
the fatigiue and heat of
the two previous ‘weeks, a respite. by
this most: greatful resort was very refresh-

ti6 common things, exhibit in regard to
financial affairs the utter absence 10t only of ‘the first" principles’ of ‘all ‘sound

seeking filthy lucre. The top panels show
on the one side, the martyrdom of Faith+

tion of Independence,
apd the Bell, that’
rung out the first notes of freedom, with
snumerous other interesting relics of
revolutionary times. :Also the Mint,
Girard College, and Fairmount, Park,con-

An

ISLANDS.

as
lingers
in
allotted.
to: the

one to:

the admission of the State into the Union
is now complete,

.

.,

6

en

They are all exhibited

+

hap

|

36d

J
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by the government,

and the Caroline Islands:
known especially as Queen

in which

Two cases are
Emma's exhibib;,

many articles of the old kings

out

of a

single

block

of stone,

cost

$4,500 a pair.’ Cloths of gold and silver,
mingled with silk, and sometimes’ embroidered in colors, are extensively exhibited.
The Russian furs are the finest in
the Exhibition, and the costliest also. One
small ‘bunch-of sable skins is valued at
$2,400; a fur cloak made of the backs of
sable skins, is put down at $2,700; and a
lady’s cape, of black fox fur, is marked
$1,400.
The dress silks, woolen goods,
cottons, and the linen fabrics, rival those

of France and England. Next in order are
the
minerals and fossils,
school-house

furni
, pianos, scientific:
instruments,
amber, soap, chemicals, fans, umbrellas,
and ladies’ cloaks of velvet, lined with
white fur. Under an architectural design,
hung with miniatures of the twenty

Czars,

from Peter the Great to Alexander II.,
stands a figure in armor, about a foot, high,
worked out in gold against a purple velvet

Ong hand rests upon a table, where a:crown

and scepter of diamonds and other precious
stones
lies. The figure is. Saint Alexander
Newsky, and he can be bought for $3,500.
Another feature among this nation’s display

is am exhibit : of work

and drawings from

its technical schools,
_ BWEDEN.
‘Life-size figures, dressed in national cos,
tumes, attract much attention
in the

Swedish department.

‘They are of plaster,

and are arranged in groups, with the intent

of illustrating

some

simple,

every-day

story.
Another exhibit that draws attention is several China stoves.
These are
made in plates so deftly joined together
that plane and curved surfaces appear as if
wrought from one piece, They are highly
ornamented

in colors and gold, and, on ac-

count of their ornamental character; are
likely to be mistaken for any thing else
than stoves.
Furs and fur goods, ornamental stoves and jewelry, are displayed
on.several counters..and- in shew-cases.
There are many books and lithographs,
scientific. and.
pphical ; instruments,
and much ornamental carpentry and woodwork.
An exhibit of iron ores includes
specimens from nearly all the mines in
Sweden.
Steel mirrors are shown as
specimens of the quality of that metal, and
copper and other ores abound.
“A military
display includes lay figures in groups,
muskets, and field-pieces..
NORWAY.
The Norwegians havea very: attractive

exhibition

of silver filagree

work.

The

greater number of thésé “ornaments are in
specific Norwegian styles, delicately made,
and quaintly beautiful, . A; silyer. dr
horn is particularly
noticeable for
Beauty
of form and workmanship displayed.
A
curious feature of this exhibit ‘of silverware is the variety of designs that can be
develo
L from one form.
Like its neigh-

|

1 el

gi
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‘AsHINGTON, D. C.,

"10 Augy 2, 1876)
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IMPEAGHMENT.

The trial is over, and the verdict. iz, not:
ilty in the Belknap impeachment. case, but

the country must not be misled by this conélu- -

sion of ‘the court.

With the Seatorswhe voted

against conviction, it was a qiiestion solely of
jurisdiction; it was whether the Senate could’
constitutionally and
legally find 4a man guilty

who was out of office, in as much as the cone
stitution declares the penalty for high crimes .
to be “ removal from ‘office, and'
dsqualifics- -

tion from ever after holding an office,” Bel-knap is out of office, is,in fact, a

private citizen; .

how then could he be impeached? The penaity
can not be divided. If he can not be removed .
froin office, neither can he be disqualified from ,
ever holding an office im the future. This wae
the legal and constitutional

view

the

twenty-

five Senators who voted against impeachment
took of the case, with the single

exception

of"

Senator Wright, who did not
believe Mr. Bels
Knap guilty. Had the question been Sipiy
one of guilty or not guilty, of the Sie gos
leged in the afticles presented by the
House,

the vote Would

have stood sixty to one, Or pos-

sibly there might

have

been two against

im

peachment.
Mr. Belknap was. defended hy
able counsel and they did their best. to .vindicate him from allblame. Their: pleas, and ars
guments will go into histony ;. and One. impor

tant fact is established, viz., that our organi
law is defective in its "provisions for the Fme
peachment of those who eammit** high

and misdemeanors while in, offiz..
stitution shouldbe amended

The late Secretary of War
dict of guilty, by the high
but he has not escaped the
people believe him guilty;
stands,
THE

in this

crimes

The -Conregard:

has escaped the ver»
court of the nation,
publie verdict. The
and, there the: case:

SECRETARYXOF THEINA WY L

It is generally knewn that there has been
oing on for a long tite, an ‘investigation into
the affairs and conduct. of the Navy Depastment, under the control of Secretary Robeson.

He is charged with haning acted corruptly, and

of swindling the government
, through. esmtracts, etc.
e committee has. made its. report, and the whole subjéct ‘is referred to the
udiciary Committee for it, should it.choose to
do so, finding sufficient cause therefore, to ree. commend the Hiibenchindsis of Mr. Rob eson. :
It is very general i understood here, that the
Secretary of the
Navy comes out of this inves~
tigation with pretty clean hands, so far as the
evidence shows.
If there be
any
wrong
doings, Mr. Robeson has covered his tracks

in so thorough a manner that only suspicion
upon
which to predicate articles of impeachment...
Bw we shall see what will be done in a few
YS.
:
TWO MESSAGES OF THE PRESIDENT.
The president has sent two messagesto Cangress within a day or two. One has. reference
can attach, and this is hardly the ground

{

(ol)

of od

P
Misi)

TL

Hhabaooy:

dt Bread nod pod» a

padeiniur

;

edd

Tol

feet; rapiers, and old fiint-lock guns, for

!

Ld | «Sohanainy

ey

be
|

-

-

to the appropriation bills, informing
, Co
that its extreme économy and retrenchment in
certain directions will interfere very material-

ly with the
public service, and. cripple. the.
energies of the government; but it {8 no use to.
talk to this ex-confederate House. ‘They see.
itieal
or think they see, a chance to make
capital out of the cry of economy, and. they
will pursue this. purpose to the ‘end; evew-.
though the government should be o
suspend operations. Anythin
to ach
success in the coming Presiden
he.
1
5 =
The President’s second.
JSontest:
ence to a resolution of the Senate i bie to
the southern situation. T¢ shows with ‘its se. .
com
ing
papers the
precise
condition
&

CCR ECE

)

length find ourselves
im a: loved: retreat tiony them, we sabmit that the discipline! | weather and late planting: Witter Wheat ! amovelist.
}

-

and contain articles not only from the
Sandwich Islands, but also from Tahiti:

HI

r of

Liosig

-

‘what a gulf a hundved

te:

London, July 25, at the age of forty-nine.
Sweden, Norway has brought us afi in that part of tho Gio. *Revorar let
| He was born at Plymouth, England, in bor,
re are sent
in w
6
|
THE CROP PROSPECTS. .| Hi nalaly 1827, receiving his education in a private several specimens of ‘ores, furs, china, and
glass-ware.
Its
and sleighs are President sums up the
on of Sie a
‘school. ' Devoting himself to journalism odd. : One of the sleighs exhibited is said Louisiana, in this wise, . He says, * In regard
Statistician Dodge,of the de artmerit’
Louisiana affairs, murders ahd massacres of
Agriculture; reports’ the rovpdcts of
land the other branches of literature at. an to have been made in the mountain districts toinnocent
men for opinion’s sake, or on account:
of
the
country
in
‘the
year
1625,
and
to
conlly
successfu
‘became
he
us a good view of the youthful minds with the pictures of tn- reasonable degree 'of abundansé’ fn"
the’ learly age,
‘have
been
in
thé
possession
of
one
family
noted views on the happy homes, &e.? When met in’ teal cropsl "The lirge area’ of last Jou i
‘nected with various London newspapers, until 1872. A, collection of antiquities in- tion or testimony here,” . od
fla
most prominently with the Londor Gtobe.'| cludes an aholon buffet bedstead and cu
Albany we had time life'it will be sdon 'éndugh for them ‘to’ corn is increased ‘and he’?
[0
&
ADJOURNMENT
t
board,
elaborately
carved;
and
old
brass’
He
was
well
known
as
writef
&
‘of
society
learn
Such
Hinge’
To’
all
of
which
the"
good yield is generally fav, W é, thigh
new Capital,
with its
There
is now a very
gemeral| talk
Cae
dishes rudely = ornamented.
‘There are
completed. | So,after editor deyotes an editorial. This is his its early growth in the north-west way’ verses, and attairied quite a eosmopolitan cross-hows,
gress will adjo ok
Nondy. This they.
Rlkés, and battle axes, two
can
do,
provided
they
ding
™ As a principle!in eduda- slow in’ consequeiice of ‘cold anid ' wet reputation in his favorite pursuit, that ‘of handled swords with blades measuring four, |
sight . seeing; we at: coficlusiofis
ration bi. hs Ree hor of these, bite:

~egran 8di Yo wimesd ad? of bbs see

-

much interest and profit to him. In fact, | yea rs has put. between the Sanntbaligm.
I do mgt know How the information times and the ey civilization of these ‘The exhibits are mostly arranged «
apd icstruction
to be gained .from visit- islands.
in glass cases, which surround the space. .

most amazing facts of our ' American” 1if6 Turks annonce, the capture of Saitschar.
ceiving his own equipments. - In No. 8, that so many men ‘Who ‘seem’ to possess The news i¥ very conflicting. .
background. The face is painted and surat all., At present the attendance is not we have Demas beckoning to Christian at least an average of common ‘Sense a€ tt A
MINOR EVENTS,
jl
0 roun
witli a‘raised gloria of diamonds.

dollars:a week. We went to. old Indes
pendence Hall, saw, the original ‘Declaras

SANDWICH

pcg

spec:

:
old book which
everybody 8used to
tain Cook’s Voynaen ris aptto

‘read,

ed. The Turks numbered 12,000. A’ industry is the manufacture of a variety of
London Standard’s special despatch says mountains ;and the bunches
of

uses is indicative of its spirit,and we have

Beautiful. He is looking at the weapons
used by renowned men of old, and is re-

large, and charges reasonable., Good
board is furnished with rooms for seven

8 model, of & .

or Sanduwich Islands. Relics
of
seems to me that, affer the seme fashion, Hawaiian,
the days of idol worship, when
King
one might make a systématic notebook | Kamehameha re
, ‘are exhibited amd.

attlé the Servians fled, throwing away
- guns. The Turks continued their
%
:
*¢ The Silver Madness,” is the title of advance.
Latér news reports several battles
an editorial in the Congregationalist.
It
is certainly in earnestif the language it and successes are = laimed. by both

posed for artistic effect. In No. 7, we
find Christian in the armory of the Palace

ern States have so little part in it, only
two or three of them being represented

natives;

iayon: fg
lig e nt, theboat,men
with,
fish’; and

- come up in one’s memory
; | and around the space

oll

the

ie by the

of the mineralsof Greenland.
machine for sewing gloves
of attention.

to

the Main Building, I devoted my notebook,

were repulsed.

It isithe opinion of the Observer that
the ¢* best: way to preserve that 'soundness of health essential to the highest
usefulness in God's service, is to let one's
moderation be known to all men.”

the lions,

This should have been No. 4, but is trans

is to be regretted however that our South-

Tt is hap.

It is willing to die for its object, and that
is the ultimate statement; for He whe
spoke the words of heavenly wisdom ‘declared, ‘Greater love hath n0 man than
this, that a man lay down his life ' for his
friend.’ "= Golden Rule.
:

fast asleep, with Christian trying to awake
them. Near by are Formalist and Hypocrisy, who

trustful, constant.

over against the one'to whom it is‘ bound.

where he is welcomed by thie porter. No.
6 shows Simple, Sloth, and Presumption

We spent a week, at Philadelphia,
chiefly inthe Ceutennial Exhibition. As
this has been so often described, we will
only say that it fully met our expectation.
1t is evident that such an assemblage of
nearly all the civilized nations of the
world mustbe useful in many ways,
It

Instead

'A Havana letter ‘announces a raid ‘by
General

Bo
’

ture of hdlf a million of” booty.

pyin every crisis of. its career. ‘Money
is nothing, fame is ‘nothing, when put

asleep when he ought to have been
resting, and has dropped the ‘roll
he was to read on his way, and to
in at the gate of the celestial city.

retreat.

CUBA. (1) Lin

raid

into the city of Villa Clara, and

They are
bestowing.

py in poverty, happy in self-denial, hap-

his shoulders, and the three shining ones
are near him. In No. 4, the pilgrim has

who served in the Mexican war, and
wounded sowldiersof the war, of the re-

grounds of about 500 acres,

j

1

tlie are preserved, Among them are several
The! yesterday, to those of five countries,
-Kehelas, or plumes, about four féet long,
Spaniards
are
said
to
have
1059260
Killed,
first
being
ne
oe
They are full of mouths to eat, ‘but ‘they
jmade of : the feathers
'of rare hirds of .
iy
RUSSIA.
G
r
et]
have no hands to earn. They ‘take con- wounded and prisoners, while the raiders
brilliant plumage. These plumes are ex- This
nation
did
not
forward
its
goods
tinually, but never give. ' Little loves are Jost 100. Two hundred Cubans from the until the Exhibition had been open some pensive, and are carried over the heads of ~
royal personages ‘on state occasions. A :°
exacting, ‘ querulous; suspicious.
They leity are reported to have joined the ‘fn- ‘weeks, #td they were not prepared for, cape, or necklace, about ten iffches broad,
'surgents.
vex and torment and sting. They ‘are
public Hispettion “dntil the first of July. made of the same ‘feather, is also shows,
There are the first
THE TURKISH WAR.
; Its exhibit ‘as's whole 15 worthy of h'great and is valued at $600.
happy only when full of prosperity, of
Kamehameha’s war ofubs, his ‘cane, made health, of flattery. When brought to the
A Ragusa despatch states that advises deal of attention, for in richuess and beauty of a lance:
!spear, a'/ model of his:
test of deprivation, poverty, absence, and from Sclavonic sources confirm the com- it is more than equal to any other in the bed, made of alarge pile’ of square mass, .
sacrifice, they fail. But’ great affection plete defeat of the Turks on the; 28th ult., building. : The richest silverware, jéwelry, woven out .of sea-weed. In. the other
cases are a large eollection of ferns; com
is unselfish, ' It is happierin giving than near Urbizs, The Montenegring captured brocades, and cost'y silks, cutlery, various prising.
120)
found on the islands,
kinds of work in metals, in. pottery
|
receiving ; or, rather, it receives its hap. 300 nizams, besides Osman Pasha, five glass, are displayed.
Many curious an
seyeral, yari
native woods, and =.
mis
from the volcanoes...
piness in giving. © Great love is even- guns and several flags. The Turks at ‘unique designs are wrought of silver, and collection of

wife and children. No. 2 shows Christian
at the wicket gate. The arrows are flying
towards him, and Goodwill is assisting
him to enter. In No. 8, we see Christian’
at the cross, the burden has fallen from

fallen
only
which
give

|

‘2500 insurgents, under

ington we visited the various rooms of
the Capitol, the Rotunda with its historic
paintings and statuary; the President's bundred dollars.
Room, Vice-President's, Speaker's, the
The panels tell the story of Christian
Marble Room, all, elegantly furnished. from his awakening to his death. We can
Also the Senate
and
House, whilein ses- only glance at them, without going into
sion. At the White id
we went details. No. 1 presents Christian with his
through the the East, Green, and Blue family. He has his burden on his back,
Rooms, and were introduced to the Presi- and his book in his hand. In his distress
dent. Thus was I able to redeem a prom- of mind, he is reading and talking to his
ise madeto my

wom-

' and’

* | which; resemble: heathen idok,cat out.of

t still remain fo be adted upon,
| EE

J

|

tia

{}

yo.

v

THE MORNING STAR.

:
ho |
TR

Ing oi / plans, and sub-

0

I
|

Sabbath School Lesson. —Aug. 20
<QUBSTIONS

God

THE

VALUE

OF

"Proverbs

WISDOM.

311-19,

. wGGoLpeN Text: ¢ Jt cannot be gotten
Jom gold, neither shall silver be:weighed jor the price. thereof,’ Job. 28:
43.

}
a.

of life

&

ar’

course,

and trustfal mar.’ Other ways he has of
touching in us'the springs of action, but

(5) To have

wisdom,

the

of

Christian

philanthropy.

the gifts of those

who fear
God,
and in ways
that
commend themselves to the fayor of all

a nl

cl

tians, if it was of Jews, to give as the

Lord hath: prospered unto them,
mands

this

honor of

wus

all.

He deChristian

precepts enjoin it, The spirit of Jesus
prompts to it. (3) It isa command with
a promise. | “So shall thy barns be filled
with : plenty,
and: thy presses’ burst out

~.falnegs that comes from not having it “in

rewardfor virtue; for virtue honors the by caprice, but as’ we pray and attend
physical. as well as the moral laws of worship, by an established principle of
“God.
The righteous now outlive the action. We must give bya moral Jaw;
wicked; and ever mast.
The * peace” that will secure to our characters a virtue yielding a hundred-fold return, and
«of which Solomon speaks was doubtless
to our outer lives a prosperity like that

- outward,
the peace of a sefene and pros

ject that you have,

ented that is irrelevant
otherw
men |. objectionable, a mémber may rise promptly, even when another

~ 4&dfor heeding the exhortations

11,19. THE FirTH EXHORTATION. *M

of wis-

son, ‘despise mot the

dom-are-of an earthly. character.
The
valuerof spiritual things was less distinct-

ly seenby

loathe his reprg6I-”

"- day.¢
“ressodtha
n & ig bY Bis readers OF >|
preceding
Itis treme that peace of mind, peace the
sity 18 no pr
with “Gad, the peace

« comes to <him
~wisdom.

who

‘of God's

follows

favor

the law

The mnrest of the world

THE

SECOND

Tothis

has saved to purity Ty

Th

:

13—19.

THE

WORTH

or

WisboM.

‘“ Happy is the man that findeth wisdom,
and the man that getteth understanding.”

Happy

for

these

reasons,

as Solomon

hows: wisdom is more valuable than
ilver, fine gold, rubies, and all things

wear-

dng of ornamentson the neck. (2) The
meaning simply stated is, * be merciful
= and truthfal ; let nothing despoil thee of

+ eaevolence,

deals here with his

12: 5-11.

custom of wearing

others think it refers to the

1tis, how-

of God's people. Siu is worse than pain,
and so pain forces men away from sin.
God corrects us to purify and save us,
In affliction the dross melts away. See
how the New Testament speaks. Heb.

them

that are comparable

with her; wisdom

gives Jong life and secures riches and
honor ; wisdom leads ws in pleasant ways,

nor induce thee to forget

object to the conion,” The chair

hat
mmonly the mest
nohabld® That mustbe a

to the softest whisper when you ‘call im,

but déaf to the shout that concerns him
not. Oh, rare,” trie friend, doubly gear
in this ‘age of ‘Brazen’ faces and of insolent tongues!
no ote can take his
place as a messenger
of truest peace.
"|
The true friend ‘Hever Toves you Jess.
He muy love others more, but the true
friend is never jealous. Time may thifoge

external ' circumstances, but he

Kéeps

a little shrine for the memories of olden
days.

Perennial

pring

‘blooms

there,

The traitor to his God can not be faithfal

to his friend; neither can an’ exile from
‘be really

‘true.

If so, heaven

gish ‘souls withoutit.

married a minister, who

his godly wife was not satisfied with his

itself would blush at sch a perversion of

Holy, blessed Christ, may we be egraptured by a drop of thy love, and inspired
with hope unending by one glimpse of
thy exhaustless fullness!
Ob

HINTS TO YOUNG MINISTERS.
:
pie

Q.E;D.
people to.

We should never
talk about dry

teach
doetri

suggested ‘a§ to the motives, intent and

frameof spirit with which it should be

prepared.’ But your Spirit of consécratién, your love to Christ and to souls,

will - admonish’ you that no _self-seeking,

no love of popular applause, nor desire to

shine,

nor

‘love

of

the

exhilaration

of

preaching, nor any mere earthly influence

our

But

we should

softness,

loathe

all

senti-

that ' hesitates

= At the best,

no doubt, inferior, and even unworthy

considerations,

may

usurp

the place

of

higher aims; but our resolute, deliberate,
uniform purpose, in studying the
message and delivering it, should be to
please God and do good to men.
This,
every Christian minister may be presumed to have prayerfully thought of, and
laid to heart. These hints may, therefore, properly touch upon things not always so carefully considered, which yet
may justly claim more attention than
they sometimes receive.
The hints in this number will have

principal respect to preaching,
An ambassador of Christ to perishing

men ought to feel serious when about to
deliver his message; therefore, he need
not puton 4 profession gravity, at such a

-which we ave here urged to bind or our
neds and write on’ our hearts,

blossom

among the fairest flowers that spring up
~enrihe earth. (4) The promised reward
«of mezey and ruth is favor with (God,
and man. God approves of the merci

cause wealth of character
is: more valuable unconscious, jt may be well for ‘us ‘all
than external riches. = Wisdom lewgthens
prayerfally to bethink ourselves of 'what-

out ‘our days, Hécause it requires attention

to all the laws. of Ged: 5 Disease .is the

fruit of violated Taw.

Wisdom secures

10

call

taught

their exceed-

ing sinfaldess, God's holiness, and ‘other
weighty truths, in unison with the pitying grace of Christ.

So

will they

most

fully estimate and love the compassionate

Redeemer.
;
Variety of manner is desirable, and
tones. If you write yonr sermons; it is
well, when you would illustrate or enforce a truth Ly a striking fact, (and appropriate, striking, and dignified facts

tell remarkably,

sometimes,)

to barely

note the fact in your manuscript, but

look

off, and extemporize, in reciting it.

You

will naturally fall into a different style
and tone, thus, which may arouse drowsy
hearers, if such there ave, and relieve the

listened

to your more ¢laborate and compact
terance. = Besides, a real good fact,

ut-

in
be

the right place, is a clincher, and may

profitably remembered, and be suggestive of great truths that would not otherwise
be
remembered.
If you have
learned this by observation ‘and experience, brethren, no further remark

point is desirable, even if you
temporize.
Asa rule, it is safe and

separate vote, unléss objection be nade to

a' division, ‘in’ ‘which
must be first settled,

ea se’ that 'quesiion

riches and honor by the same
i

secures health,

influence;

when

we come to-deliver the King's message.

means that | The mangerin which we walk up the

Wisdem yields pleasure

aisle,

step into the

pulpit,

handle

the

and peace, because God is wise, and ‘Was | Bible, demean ourselves during the singanade man
to be happy when he: is walking | ing, all has its good or evil influence,
fal and honest youth.
Society honors aiprightly, Pain is in all
the paths of sin, whatever any may think, or say fo the
him in his life, and in death extols his
contrary. It

mame.
Virtue is ever at
» the world. It gives favor
-men. That it secures the
~hawever, a higher reason

at,

a premium im
in the sight of
love of God is,
for cherishing

5, 6. THE THmD EXHORTATION. “Trust
jraimshe Lord with all thine heart, and lean
Br

mobsmmto thine own understanding.
all thyways

-

acknowledge

ghalli-divect
thy paths.”

*... tht accepts

(1)

him,

The

In

and

he

youth

is but

good common-sense

Communications.

«| preaching, we should

needful

to exercise

to

see this.

mot

look

In

steadily

| upon our manuscript,if we have ene, nor

THE TRUE FRIEND.

ai yaeancy, nor at the coiling, nor roll the
eyes about with a timid, d

BY REV. A.’ 0. WOGBIN,

. ‘The true friend is sé generis. Nature)
who has given us*léad and iron by the

sweep -as/if to learn. whether the people

approve; but often look right at the
hearers, sometimes at individuals; into
ton, but sowed thé ‘geld in graims, and their very eyes, letting
‘them understand
planted a single diamond in the heart of a that we are not preaching
to inhabitants

the “truth of these words, continent, gave us a myriad. acquaintanc- of another planet, but to them,

Yet, if

and yields4o them has promise of the es and companions, (where she’ afforded (duty call
us to speak!of some particular
most successful ‘career. The mistakes in’ us ong friend. “Ther; as thotigh'it ‘wonld: sin, to which certain persons
in the oon-

Alifeby eur congeit are many ; from ** leans npt
dq tg be compelled often to reproduce,

gregution are. known

to; be addicted;—

on this

usually ex-

wise,

even

The sermon should

often come. to its

close like a ship majestically . sailing into
The preacher,
having

apparen

Salomon

viewd

g ther in prachioe, | muy come t9'/tHer

the revealed laws
of God, ids a afi ig

Las paths, To acknowledzé
God in’ all out | of hearts. True
«swaysis,to always walk in those paths.

friends never misundershould

they,

datning

Sa

oe ¥

the

va e the or-

gave the

e hand of
Geo. Hack-

Leavitt
had part 1 the ording.
Shipman,

Ha

and Leay.

names In Vermont Y, M., are
shore,

or, ** The comuittée will —, if there be | Bro. Sanborn's' first pastorate was gt
no
objection," '&c.’ ‘If there be objection, | Chelsea, Vt., and the second at Washing.
ton, VE.
:
:
hid

main (quesiion bé now put?”

If two.

n be
made the ordér of the day for —_—"
(specify the ime.) If the motion pre-

vails, it can not be considered before that

He was married to Miss Anna L. Merrill,
March 6, 1839, bat was’ soon called to

part with het, as shé'lived ‘only some five
years after their marriage. His second
marriage was Ocl. 15, “1844, to Miss
Clara ‘M. Osgood, sister of Rev. J. C.
Osgood, of Contoocookville, N. H.,
The next pastorate after leaving Wash.
ington was at’ Holderness, N. H. How
long he stayed in each field the writer is

not informed, vite Had him back to
Vermont, preaching in Tunbridge. After

this he traveled West, and located in Towa,
preaching every Sabbath and laboring on

a firm, bat failing health compelled him

to retérn to the East, taking pastoral

chsrge of a church at Meredith, Oak Hill,

N.H.

then

After this be

preached at Guilford,

at Gilmanton

Tron Works.

After

closing his labors at Gilnidnton, be fravel-

time except by a two-thirds vote; and
when the hour arrives, no matter what

«ed as an evangelist i our Wheelock Q.

meeting will be interrupted, the same as
by adjournment.’
A Point of Order.
When 4 speaker’ is
evidently violating the rules of decorgm

Vices.

M., with

good

success.

Hs

was for a

business is before the meeting, if the ‘time io Mass, ‘on a farm, and
while there
chairman does not announce the order, it was taken with great depression of ‘mind,
is proper for any member to say, I call being very melancholy. He left bis farm
for the order of the day,” and the chair- andl assumed a pastord)
charge at East
man will state'it if no objection is offered, Tilton, N.'H. Bpt the
disease upon the
and the question that was before the brain 80 overpowered him, that he
was in-

or debate, any member

may say, “Mr.

capable of conducting the religious serThis led him to abandon the field,

and after a short stay at’ Franklin, he removed to East Randolph, Vt., the former

home

of

his

ever

faithful

companion.

Chairman, | rise to a point of order”
The speaker should then tike his seat

Here he bas lived a trne Christisn life,
performing’ some madoal labor, ‘taking

been stated and the obair had decided
that ** the point is (or is not) well taken»
If not well taken, the speaker will proceed. If it is, he will be directed by the
Chair to refrain from the breach of order,
and will continue his remarks, unless he
shall have forfeited all right to proceed.

praying in the. palpit, but no smile has

till the objection to his

procedure has

The Chair alone decides all questions

of

order, but if the decision is unsatisfactory,
any member may say, “I appeal from

the decision of the Chair.”

1f the appeal

‘is seconded, the chairman
immediately
states the question as follows: * Shall the

part in the prayer

meetings, sometimes

ever lit up bis sad face to last a ‘moment
for several years.

“At our last Y. M., in

Sutton, Vt., be was by some effort induced
to enter the pulpit and offer prayer, which

was a gredl satisfaction to us all. Tn all
the fields occupied by Bro, Sanborn in his
over forty years ministry, I learn there
has been success. Souls’ have been won
to Christ, and the churches built up.
Many, no doubt, will be the stars in his
crown. Rev. A, D. Smith faforms me

that he traveled with him much ‘daring the

s and

—— (here state the action
*¢ The motion is lost.”

taken.)™ Or,
ined

filled with the spirit, would ‘hold a whole

cotigregation as in a charm. ‘Then again
he coald say of a truth With Paal that in

every place ‘he had ‘not ceasedto warn’
every one, day and night, with'tears. As
far as the writer isable to know, ‘he has
been

‘Ww very

‘acceptable

preacher of the

Word and's good pastor, and While not a
bigoted sectarian, He was
a true Jover of

some good folks, perchance, may. in their
prayers, not ableto find a landiag-place.
It is useful for the. people to go home

(adapt. the words to the motion): will
answer Yes when thein names are called;

the ‘denomination, having “an interest in
all our improvements and missions; He

got almostinto,
port, should not, go off chairman will say, ‘:As manyas are in
again, and sail partly round creation, as fayor of the adoptionof these xesolutions

slightly hungry, aad not surfeited,

they will be likely to. come again,

Then
We

should labor to say our things so that

' shall and must be remembered, and
study human natore to this end, eschewing ' common-places, making our own

sermons, praying our own prayers,
scorning to beg or borrow much, and

detesting all plagiarism.

Letds keep

all

our individuality, except what’ is faulty,
and veetify our faultiness ‘as far and
fast as we can.
The. Lord prosper you,

brethren, in all yout good endeavors.
Yours,
Danzer D. Tarrax.
Tere

PASTOR'S ASSISTANT.
4THEtne
ORDER.
pili BRINE RAT VE OO ks.
poi)
ady
ola [Continned.]
at

ued
:
—d

needful truth, through.
men, of
in "disbords,
but it any other consideration. fearTheof eye
may: , Statement of Question. A question may
disedrdsin thei hedrt, exceedingly

stand each other, for why

Re

rings

In takfng a vote by yeas and nays, the

Ting” unto - the understanding of God are ia treasure so costly she made the diamond (which, may not unfrequently
‘be the
© ruowe. (2) Binikiog of iru in fi jand the friend to last ‘forever. So the case)~—it may
be right and wise, in ut
L.. Lord here meant Ig that
of
confidence if) tre friend18 a '1ife's worth, You may. tering such parts of our
to- avoid
32, Forms. As an ald to the inexCSA
Hretepla, and tiie friend reckon upon him te-morrow as to-day, looking at those individuamenage,
ls, lest we. turn perience d, the following forms are sug‘almost
like lis Master'and
his model,
| the eyes of many others upon, them ; . for
gested :
1
1 SIAL
ph
ALL
the mult: Deopyou
of
te
no
Priendship ‘ss peaks
ie,
know, love to. give away the | “ Address,
If
you
would
say
or
which Solomonurges us to
acknosledge A |
of, the earth. Ii has its sermon; even those, perhaps,to whom, in make a motion, rise and addressanything,
the chair,
Gol | arimari] conde i over g care: own: tongue. Troe friends know each their unconsciousness,
it, specially applies. saying, ** Mr. Chairman,” or, * Mr. PresiBut. we shold neverbe rade, mor. assist: dent;" or, if in a religious body, say,
on men motto: Tashly set aside thb | eirk, Atd, ake reply, without
a fongue.} otherto sbe 80; yet. never: suppressing: “Brother Moderator; ” and, when recogi
+P roceed,
7,
«counselsof God, but to confess their ex- | The sounds of: the. external: world.

lence by

: “Hot! 18

ty

oss. God .will bifriend lis friend, will

'

TE

et

sme eho

if decisiun of the Chair stand as the Judg- first two years of bis ministry, and says
you usually extemporize; to write some ment of the ———P" (name
the body.) of him that be was very devotional and a
sermons.
Inthe course of a continued On this question the chairmen
may par. deeply earnest laborer for the salvation of
ministry, some difficult and delicate sub- ticipate in the debate,
and will declare souls, zealous for the Master; he speaks
jects may demand attention. We may be the vote by saying,
* The decision of the ‘of his excelling in the gift of exhortation
misunderstood and misrepresented, to Chair is sustained
;” or, “ reversed.”
and prayer, saying he sometimes explainour own discomfort and injury, and to
Putting the Question. The form of put- ed the Scripture ‘with great plainness
and
the prejudice of our great, cause. It is ting 4 question to
vote may be as fol- power. We: feel indeed that he was
well, therefore, in preaching on these lows: “Gentlemen,
as many as are of mighty in prayer, and a man full of symoccasions, to adhere,
literally, to our opinion that’ (bere repeat the motion, )
puthy for the afflicted, so that lie'was the
carefully-prepared manuscript, and then will say Aye; when
all who wish have man for the sick room and ‘(he foneéral.
we can produce it if desirable, and thus voted, be will add, “As many asare of a
He was also’ a sweet singer, aud when

ever may be aboutus that’ willl tend 'to port,

impair our, fullest good

E. True, was’ faitea¥ Cortith, “Jan,

| ters add meibers:
of ‘(He

thirds do not vote tn the affirmative, the
things by their right names, which vould debate goes on. If
two-thirds do so vote,
Joake an extensive = ciroumlocution to the chairman says,
** The call is sistained,”
avoid the word ‘hell, and which would and be proceeds
to put thé question fo a
apologize for the. presentation. of any vole, acting on the smen
dments,if there
Bible truth which the needs of the peo- are any, first, and then the mafn quest
ion.
ple require,
Orderof the Day. "When the considWe should aim at o suitable degree eration of a subject Is 16
be assigned fo
of variety in’ preaching.
We
hall any particular day ‘or hour, the
motion
not fail to secure it if we declare the may be, “ T
move that this questio

men should also be

two. years,

he, with two others, Rev. A. D. Smith and

** by substituting the following «ix, in. 22, 1837. Thus three
of our able minis.
stead: lof the que:
now ‘before ws.
Any member _— “Teall fora Qivis- ‘were’ sent forth” to” the
work
@ imion of tlie question,” anid ‘the cHairnihn -position.of-bands.-in..the same-day.
~The
will put each part of the question #6 a
ie work

There ave no dry doctrines in the Bible.
Previous 'estio
. n. Wh
8 member
They ave all instinct with ‘life, ‘and, to- would avoid farth
er discussion, lie ‘may
gether, thoy are the basis of all right ‘ise and
say, “Mr. President, 1 call for the
practice, . There wonld be no duties were previous quest
ion,”
there no doctrines; Boldness and zeal | then rise and’ ‘Say, "THe" chairman will
“Gentlemen ’ the pre.
are quite consistent with Christian gentle- vious question is" cdlle 1
d for; shall the

should unduly affect you in selecting or intensity with which some have

arranging’ your message.

the Corinth .Q. M. for about

nes. |g vote mist deéide thi qasdion

of

DEAR BRETHREN :—In the few hints offered respecting the sermon, nothing was

sem ;
the following,

or,
*¢ by. striking rout, | «i
or, by
striking out ~—-, and inserti«ng ; » or,

- General Consent. Thi thé common Foutine charge, an
preaching.
‘He ' inquired ' the | cause; Of ‘business, the chaita
idn Will act’ tpon Pema’
‘Don’t I speak the truth P # Yes, and 50 ‘suggestions
wher he has good réison to ‘ett, and 8.
you would if you kept saying that my | ‘assume that
al wil
: ’ tion. King,
prove, and wilt
n
name is Mary.”
It don't: amswer, my
for éxamiplé, «! The bi
‘resol
ution
will
beso
itt, honored
brethren, to quietly and logically prove Fetred to —, If ‘thefe'
be no objection; on the other
our doctrive, gnd- then coolly end with a

ness.

overflowing" fountain of divine affection.
the truth

field, * ** that thunder out
oan not all te: Boanerges
have fire. We can not

mental

tion.
All true friendship has its source in th

i" said Whitthe word.” We
but: we should
wake up
A good wo nn
discovered that

be

after the words, —,

in the paths of peace; wisdom is a treeof time; for
ight views ‘and feelings
+mprightness.”
(8) This advice is ten. life, the fruits of
which invigorate all our would naturally induce a serious
«deredIn view of the welfare of the per- nature.
manner.
But Solomon states the climax of Yet, as even excellent men sometime
You will probably, different opinion will say, No." In many
‘won addressed. Solomon is not urging reasons
s correct mistakes.
when he: says; “the Lord ‘by | have onBappy mammeérs and habits,
sometime
s,
be
misunder
stood, and inten meetings, especially chareh meetings,
aed
the usefulness of these virtwes.to society, wisdom
hath founded the earth ; by under quired, perhaps, in slisir
touall
or
ubiatentionally
misreprese nt. memb
voteer
by raising
s
unregene
rate
a hand.” When’
life,
“bat
to the individual.: For the sake of standing hath he establish
ed the heavens.” and now hard
both
e
d
,
th
ong
you
do
your
yery
best.
Itisa
sides
to
put
have
off,
and;
voted
indeed,
he
of
will
dhe. men, for the sake of
declare the
the soul, Wisdom is of more” valwe than geld, bewhich they may be wholly, ‘or ii “part,
thing, therefore,to be prepared. - vote thus: **The motion prevail
for

. the honor of
our "Maker, we
- . omght to ‘accept this counsel.
Kindness
. and ebarity, ' truthfelhess and. fidelity,

Over forty
years 9% Whnistenial work for the Master
is finishéd.,
!
s
:

ehureli
at Coriiich. © When about the age
of twerty:the
"Hb" Suteréd “thé “mifhistrr,
the following words, —;" or, “by in- and after’ preaching
under a license from

‘sind that, therefore,

ig

Pleasure and not pain is the normal state and

‘“ phylacteries” some think the verse allades;

tdwmarkof God's:
the flict displensiire
that adyér-.

God by correction

« arith strings about the head,or wore them

- onthe neck.

follows

people. When chastened by: sorrow in
any of its forms, we are to submit anew
unto God. God does not afflict willingly.

them into littleweceptacles, and then atbound

verse

ever, not always sure to overtake, in this
world, those who stray off from Ged, but

EXHORTATION.

tached them to their wrists,

This

who have erred from his way.

arises

* Let not mercy and truth forsake thee.
.. Bind them about thy meck; write them
« upom-the table of thine heart.”
Stuart
translates this counsel thus: * Let not
kindness and faithfulness forsake thee.”
»q(1) The Jews were commanded to bind
+ the law wpon their hand, and to let it be
as “fromtlets betweea
their
eyes.”
iHence they copied on strips of paper vawious "precepts "of the: law, «compressed

of the

The chasteningof God isinflicted on those

of

- «from hostility te that law,

3, 4.

chastening

Lord, neither be weary of his correction.”
Stuart (ranslates the last clause, *‘ nor

those
i. whom Solomon first ad-

has the floor, and

motion ' (resolution, ‘or’ otherwise)

serting between ——

been a wreck, tore itself, friendship

specified here,

Most of the rewards nam-

st

h.A ©

the holy and the godlike. Then there is
our hearts” to heed the will of God. We with’ new wine.” God loveth a cheerful a Friend,—a Friend indeed,
—whbo sticketh
~ dowuot forget to do what itis in our giver, dnd blesses him ten-fold for his closer than a brother, Would
that this whole couhsel of God.
gifts.’
**
Give, and it shall be given unto
Ministers, as
hearts todo. (3) Notice the encourdgeyou,” says the New Testament. (4) ‘meant what it was: intended to mean. well as others, may be one-sided, and
/ment to keep the law of wisdom,—
Benevolence in order to inherit this prom- But brothers are selfish, and all mankind, bave hobbies, It is right and well to
*lemgth and peace of days. Loog life oftsay
ise must not be done by impulse, nor —only thé mother remains. Better than over and over, ** Come to Jesus;"
but
«em is named in the Old Testament asa
a mother, then, and truer is our Christ.

7, wpered career.

and

Objection. If a motio

1

hs

Ibed;

the hearers have given : that ‘earnest - and

lighted , again, into life,

to men, the gifts of the devout. are dust, and ia the motionless heart beneath
presented to God. Itis'a duty of Chris- the coffin-lid. And it, too, bas a resurréc-

forget-

eco

"the

ide

and all ‘the flowers are amaranthine. You
may
find yoor image, crystallized but not
who love their fellow-men. Not now as
burnt-offerings, ‘but as means of help changed by the far-flown years, under the

~wisdom'adds. This clause explains the
‘kindof focgelfulness against, which the
us,—the

courts

The church dispenses

commandments,”

moved

in ich oth hey it To hORRa rtwill immediate
0 Lean a4
ly put

self-respect had, dwindled, to, the yauish-

you that it was

withthe first-fruits of dll thine increase.
(1), This the law vequired. Lev. 2:12;
Deut. 18:4. The offering to God of the fitst

ings.’ The altars of God ‘Stand to-day in

get not my law.” The kind’ ‘of forgetfulness he has in mind is that which does
~not respect the law of wisdom.
~* Let

{preceding clause warns

WET

ing point, and shone,
out so

with losses,

ment that ** God giveth the increasée!™ (2)
It is our duty ‘now to’ make such offer

for he says, ‘“For-

of

tice makes perfect, Let the youn
go to the extent of their courage

falte r-

obediént

the profitsof trade was an acknowledge:

“¢ My son, forget not my lawj¥but, let

.

|

Mh ambassa®for

been

ing hope.has, become firm, joyous hope. prolonged attention tothe particular sub- | amended by add
The true friend stood,
you, when your

far, « contrels' the

EXHORTATION. | fruits of the field,andof the flocks, and of

thine heart keep my commandments.
For length of days, and long life, and
peace shall théy add to thee.”
(1) The
law of wisdom and the law of God are
invariably identicdl.
Every child will
give that Sabbath school lesson a red
letter which teaches him for lite this
truth so hard fo learn.
(2) When this
ruth is admitted, that is not all. ,Solo-

my

&pticigation has swept the field and

defeats, pains and ‘poverty we mist pay. The trye, friend js not officious.
, He is
(6) The seventh and eighth verses repeat | always vear when wanted, and absent
the ideas of the fifth dnd sixth. The lan- when he is not. He ig all of syropathy
and weeps with your sorrows, but not in’
g
varies but not much the thought.
Hi ear is acute
9,10, THE FOURTH: EXHORTATION. floods that drown vou.

old and rubies, and the consequences of
wise conduct are beautifully described. ,

keep

not

Bas

he ng | ready for the question?

Ll

congipatio

eatt

told the story of what is to be.

A

0

thus, and so

is galned by our conceit? The price of re-

of wisdom it is put in contrast with silver,

uithine heart

deer SMrprice

58

y to

4)

©

Bro. Sanborn was
io Conia, Vt.,
Hence in him you find: large and polished assemblage, let them
the question thus: April 2, 1814, He was onconverted
to Chris
a better self than; can be found in. default look up for strength: But you, breth ven, | *“ Shall this quesbetion
considered P1 =
of
a
suggests to it thoughts, strengthens its of him, - You are, more pleased
with be- are aware ‘that in'a: large ‘congregation, _ Amendment. A motion to aménd may wlibn abotit sevéntolnféark
the labors of Rev.N. Bowles," ahd
judgment, illuminates the revelation of ing and vith beings, +defeotive, huraan aye, angl.an intelligent ove, few, if any,of be offered
as folows«+*‘ I move that the tized by him, uniting With the F.
Baptist
his will in nature and in Seripture and nature is less defective, and weak,

subjects, giving her earnest exhortation,
to men to heed the duties she names.
Encouragement in the form of some! al,
faring and promised reward accompaties
«ach appeal. In order to show the worth 4 Honor the Lord with thy substance, and

~mon knew it was not;

2Mra® frienlls

re,
hve y

ment of yours,

jectinng ‘infalliblé

on five distinct

Fmst

else
utte

lifts.us ‘above fears and anxieties, What and, you were
8. man who ywounld
; have

themes: I. The Exhoitation of Wisdom.
AL The Worth of Wisdom,

Tee

other ;

(4)

the certainty 6f God's control of our lives

This passage analyzed will present two

1, 2.

whence

wu

us as he would have us go. Then he enlightens the mind; gquickens its faculties;

these are the most obvious."

Notes and Hints.

Wisdom counsels men

then

h then act as if
SWSGhrstlves alone.

feet into the right
path we kuay. onl in
fir”d
part. His laws’ obbybd ad so

Pa, pers.)A

———

:

will

when ¢
deep, ch

By what invisible~menns
God turns .ouy

AND NOTES BY PROF. J. A. HOWE.

( For y Qugipions see Lesson
85

pEPINg
"depeuded

‘are to. put our in-

—-

and as many are opposed. to (hgir, adop-

was % man of ‘peace. I have yet to learn
that he had an enemy on ‘earth, Though

tion will answer, No. The clerk. will
then read the list of names, and mark on
the left hand margin thoses who answer

for'some seven years lie has been under a
cloud and greatly cast down, speaking deprecatingly of himself, othérs have spoken

answer No, and give,

well of him, and bave held him jn high
esteem as a man and a minister of Christ,

Yes, and on the right hand
the

those who

result

to

the

chairman, who will declare the vote by and bave longed to see
saying, ‘‘ The motion prevails, (or, * is from his mind. Of this
lost,”) ——— haying voted in the affirma- and its results in the close
tive, and —— in the negative.
need not speak more, It
ok

the clond lifted
partiul insanity

of his life, we
is sufficient to

Statement of Vote, _ In declaringa vote,
the Chair should make a full statement of

mind

adjourn, ‘4 The motion ‘prevails ‘and this
conference (or other name) ‘stands ad-

more than his former pleasure he enters
upon kis Work above, where clouds shall
never. obscure his mortal vision, and where

the action taken, thus:—~on

a motion to

journed to; meet at ~," (name time and

say that, we have no doubt that the fettered
is loosed

from. its chains, and in

in ‘sweeter strains his melodious voice

: place.)
rings out praises to God and the Lamb
HOGI
Aait
Ao votingby ballot the annduncement for ever and ever,
may be made in this form: ‘* whole num - wlhe funeral service at East Randolph,
ber of voles cast is —; the number necMay 5, was led by Rev, Eli, Clark, assisted

| essary for an election is <j (the smallest
pumber that is more.

phan half;): A.

‘Bu. has received ~~, C.D, has - received

“and E. F. has received w=; and
E. F. haying received

a majority of all

the, yotes is elected:” Or, ,* and no. one
having received. a majority. of all the
votes there is no election.”

by: the other ministers, present. Text,

Acts 11: 24.

His remains. were

borne to

the, graye by Rey. J. Moxley, A. Shep-

herd, A. B. Drew, and Rey, Mr. Bullard

(Methodist). »

M. Arwoop.

Patience bas its’ ¢harms as well as its
reputed virtue. ' The charm is in its cheer-

fulness; the virtue is in its quiet fortitude
to wait and trust, | One 'addsito the other's
Young.
d thus: ‘It bas been ‘moved and, those, of the | ocean, | will,
if we await "beauty just as moonbeams resting upon a
ren who are preparing for the ministry
that——" (repeat the motion). them calmly, break st our
feet and dis- placid sea add to the beauty of the peacedo well to speak in school-houses, and Or, “You
have heard the resolution that appear.
||
ful waters.
:

aid our message.

‘Mavy (of the, waves

of.

trouble,

like

|

.

,

:
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Cy Sire
n
dan a
wey hd i ndstetole

and Tovah

That'sthe thing. And if the Boible (as them

then “TI letoithe

5 sree

Boible be,

‘Well, a toad

ll love his

body, p’raps I'd care

Parson says I’m but a haythen.

If he cared more for my
more for my

.

soul.

So I doant go to church,
e good ;

1 dunuot see

‘cause

the holler by
But I takes a walk instead oft in

the
wo d.
and I
And my dawg he goes behind me
the way;
all
smoakes
He's y fure ‘un still at ra buts is my old dawg
~The Spectator.
my
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| TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF.as.

“Thou shalt love thy neighbor

thy-

o f|
great command
do we violate this

self,” is the second
God. Intwo ways

command: first, in neglecting others, and
living only lor self; and second, in mege
lecting self and living only for others.

Tto, love ourselves. And here is a.
ence between the love we owe lo God and
that we owe to his creatares. We are fo
love Him, not as we love ourselyes, but

with all our heart, soul, might, mind and
strength. Thus we are to withhold nothfrom Him. In following Christ we
ing
are utterly and wholly to: deny self—self
is to have no claim or hearing in the case
whatever. Pain, saffering, sacrifice, sorbe met

who loved us and gave

of Him

love

for the

t
a murmur
withou

for

himself

wus.

denying his Master;
cast. himself by
whence he is now struggling with perof

horrors

and

plexi

lest

mind,

whose zeal could not be

hrist might in like manner deny and
disown him before his Father. Hereupon
Christ particularly applies the comforts of
his Josuttection to him; as if he had said,
—Te all niy disciples, but be sure. especially to tell y poor Poter, that I am 1
from the dead ; and that notwithstanding

his denial of me, the benefits of my

urtection belong to him, as. much

night.
tistobe noticed

res-

as

commanded to do to them,

There are persons who transgress the

spiritof this law by loving others ‘better

than they do themselves. They will do
for others what they would never desire
nor permit others in like circumstances to
do for them. They will sacrifice and toil
beyond all reason, that selfish hangers-on

may reap the fruit of their pains.
Some are bringing up their children
for ruin, by neglecting to teach them
ways of honest labor, and doing things
for them that they should make them do
for thémselves. To be sure it may be
easier to-day to do a thing yourself than

Christians who are so merely in profession,

to

bor, and the time I have spent in their
repaid ten-fold by
instruction willbe
on
:
their assistance.
Learn that itis your duty to take care
of yourself, You are-not your own, you

glori-

fy God in your Body. How would you
like to have men abuse and overwork

jor arithmetic,so that head, heart,

drawing,

and feet” should be developed in perfect
symmetry, the feet being kept under
the heart and head, where God placed
them at the beginning. Bat as a matter
of fact dancing is commonly a training
for the world, and meant to be so. The
question is not wether the children shall
be led toward Christ snd qualified to do
their part as members of Christian society, but whethor they shall shine in the

into the competi:ions for notice and ap{
‘
plage.
The obvious result is acecrding to the

credit for sincerity.

what you do, but

“What you are, that is of

greatest worth.

the

fore

few dollars earned and
area "poor 'sabstitute

BL

thers than we have for the overflow-

meats Sqpred

4.60

¢

‘and ¢ Life and Epistle of
Paul”. cicieicicscsisassnne

4.60

* ALMOST

ALL.

to the claims of | brilliant

discourse . before (that pleasure-

think

I must

give up dancing?”

And { splendid a

care

reachier, solemnly, as the discourse was
rawing to a close.
The king moyed udeasily.

fledse because

viding - yourselves and your families with

for the year, let me ad?

tence had offended the king. = He hesitated

«Almost all.
‘Almost all”. We smile at’ (he insin-

a wearied mother’s cross

and

beauty, od fa

‘Aun ‘he’ may | not my purpose to

more

Joi

happy

fd would Have us ‘rule
ourselves)
and take care’ of ourselves,—
do our dwn duties, let others do theirs,

y:

The

shortest,

safest,

quickest

and

most

com-

fortable routes are those owned by the Chicago
and North-Western Railway Company. It owns

over two thotisand miles of the best road there is
ticket: agents oan
ets via thé

Chicago & North-West.

way for the West and North-west, and for

you
wil buy your tickets by this route, and will
10 other.
pular route is unsurpassed for speed,
safety. The smooth, well-ballasted
and 2 rv track of
}
8, Westinghouse
Air Brakes, Miller’s Safety Platform and Couplers,

Jou

perfect T ‘© Listap h in
regularity with
hich they run, the admirable arugh C
rangement for run
est, North and North-We
cago’ to all points
all
EONEORYS IN
to
MODERN RAILW.
PULLMAN PALACE CARS
are rum on all through traifis of this road.

This is the ONLY LINE running these cars_beavd St. Paul, Ch
waukee, or
Chie:
connect with the Over
nion Pacific Railroad for a
points West of the Missouri Kiver.
On the arrival of the trains from the East or
South, the trains of the Chicago & North-Western Railway LEAVE CHICAGO
as follows :

For

Council
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vhibition, * would ‘make "a" few “personal
the Word of God. The faster and heaythings that interest you'most, ‘as it will

ps
L

et tn the

of out New
amount of patent rostrums which are year-| best oS

Bing
Kitie& sand one’ of its
Re
age} its ship.

ly,or even. daily,consumed by the Ameri. building and. commerce ‘was: demparacan pébple. A chief sourve ofthe danger atively large, almost a rival.
of Boyton,
arising’ from | the better vlass of these Its growth of late years has “been Jess

medicines, comes from, the faet

that, they | than formerly, buf periadent indby no
means inconsiderable. ‘In its ‘every’
ap.

have undoubtedly. helped certain: individ

ual cases,

and also the fact ‘that’ their

pearance, it impresses the stranger with

purchase is deemed cheaper than to emi venerableness of age, andthe

ploy a physician. , But
are told that youth-maturity and carefulness,
led.
fact that to-day in the Sabbath laws of our it is diffionlt task for a wedoctor
to deters more or less with modern enterprise, and
States, in the
h

From al-

deplore the omission in the national Con-

need, it is generally only a well qualified most nothing, the soclety his become
ef:
physician who can tell us of that fact and ficient, generous, and highly
esteemed
of ad vise its use. = No doubt the horde of everywhere. The
is all,
that * manufactured” doctors: with poor. nat in its architectural church-building
beauty. and arrange‘our ura] abilities and poorer training, which 8
i
ad De rensonNbly, 4
red ;
or. hase been turned out from the
its 8. school large, and:
multitud
e
our of so-called medical schools throughout
| ® ‘congregation on’ the Sabbath of size and

stitution of any suitable acknowledgment
of God,

of Jesus

Christ,

the

Ruler

pations, or of the Bible; and declare

the tendency ‘of this omission from
fundamental law of any expression

Silo

mer
or saints,
s
on such topics as faith and

repentance, are mere ** bosh.”
There wae a time in France,

during

the reign of Louis XIV,, whenit was all

the'Tadhion

to go

to church. and hear

famous orators. The king and the court
heard highly rhetorical and: pungent
sermons.

There

was,

—-good.done, save that the

however,

itching

little

ears of

the people were duly anointed with the
perfumed salve of the gospel.
Whenever there was a very close searching ser-

Admission six'thmes, | © 1] 20 {
Six Dinner
at Restauran
st,
.- 2.00.

Lodgings
room alone,
,

«~~

4.80
5.00

. $3140

4A person could get along for a little less

money, but forty dollars for such a trip
ordinary

that he

is

of bad men and

under the

evil advisers,
ik
“gep t and that something like the estimate that

Breakfasts and Suppers,
Other expenses,

is not ‘above the

influence

price, and

many spend twice that amount.

If you

stop at a private house in the city, the

Mr. Sumner

formed -of him

;

the correct one.
——=AGAINST JESUITISM.

is, after all,
Ie

plenty of excuses for such a courses. But them, and received & generous response
shall we ever learn that itis only regu. to our appeal for: Missions, in oush
‘and
and utterly de-christianize our government,” lar physician
s of recognized abilities and ‘pledges some $38.00.
r Som
should constrain every friend of our Chris sotind principles
Richmond, Me., is just now fall of
who otight to be trusted
busitian civil
Sabbath

laws,

institutions to Tabor fora religious | with’our lives in
sickness? and not to ness activity and thrift, in fts immense
run after thisand that traveling pretender: shipments of iee, indeed the whole Kennor even the stationary pretender with nebec river’ from Bath to 'Atigusta

amendment to the Constitution, as an undeniable constitutional : basi
for. Christian
s!

education, Jaws against the ‘desecration of
the Sabbath, and ‘every other similar
feature of the nation’s life,

his’ diploma all in sight.’

©

swarms with fleets of pats

"| ice to all our great cities, The ice trade
of the Kennebec, has become a greater
NIAL
AT
HALF
PRICE. A very important source of revenue ‘than ‘all’ the valuable
——A SPEECH FROM MR. LAMAR. lhe
debision
has
been
arrived at by the’ join and fertile farms that skirt its borders
drift of Representative Lamar's speech in
action
of
the
Centenn
ial Commission an for scores of miles in every direction.
Congress on Wednesday, which was anticie+

pated and listened to with unusual inter.
est, seems to liave been that the South is

ditions of the treaty recently. entered into

car,

or.one

-an-attack

eous as to force every

Republican

mem-

ber of the judiciary committee to declare
that they could no longer believe him

es of Messrs. Frye

and:Hale, severe

between Gautemala and San Salvadoris
that the latter shall expel the Jesuits from they were, but expressed ‘the’ feeling of
its territory. Of still greater significance four-fifths of the members of the House.
is the movement throughout France for

expense(may beno more than the ‘above | their expulsion
from that country. If the
figures,
but a half hour, or moré will bé £é- French
people could have carried out such
quired for the ride morning and evening,” & movement as that
even if you do not wait for a

and personal honor, to make

on Mr, Blaine so uncalled-for and outrag-

guiltless of malice toward the man whom
One of the con- he so shamefully
traduced, The speech.

years ago, it wonld

‘have been much better for

their

country.
that isnot overloaded. ‘My home was af. Jesuitism, its scheming and plotting,
‘the Franklin Hetelon’ Poplar street, be- ‘its dark and wicked though plausible and
ways,

BELKNAP

AcQurrrep.’

The vote

as

on

the articles of impeachment against Ex-

Secretary Belknap was taken in the Sen-

ate on Tuesday.

The

clerk

called the

roll, and as each Senator's name

‘was

reached, he aros
and ewas asked by the

tween 40th and 41st streets, about one has been the curse of France for
presiding officer, \“ Mr. Senator, how say
'years, as
you; is the respondent guilty or not
third of a mile from : the gate, and it is the curse of every country where
it
* %o'“sewail their sins before God, . the peo- with
it I was satisfied. It is a tém- exists, If the move to expel them is guilty of high crimes .and misdemeanors
ple went out praising the preacher, 8ay- porary
building, of ‘matched
ds, pushed, the French will be like a man who a8 charged in the article?’ Each Senator
ing that the king ought to make hima without plaster
ing or paint inside.”
bas undertaken to expel a myriad nest of ‘was given, two minutes to explain his
1
bishop. ' His earnest words and action
3. Inform yourself as best you can of vipers. . At the same time we shall hope vote if he chose to take it. Nearly all of
"took their faney»
«i
+
:
:
What there is to be seen. .. This may be- that reasonable success may crown their those’ voting ghilty merely announced
With such hearers a pastor had better done by studying
their vote. With two exceptions, those
the Visitor’s Guide, the efforts.
:
F
shat up the meeting-house, or for a time
rsinf nok guilty declared that they did
Catalogue of articles on’ exhibition, and
put away the lute and the silver trumpet, by conversation:
belie
theving
Senate had no jurisdiewith those who have ——A COMPLACENT CRITIC. A wiiterin 80
anfl take an instrument of brass or blow. been there.
tion. | Upon the first article of impeachA
: the Catholic World thus quietly magnifies
~& ram’s-horn. There are some in: every . 4 Take
ment, 35 Senators voted guilty, and 25
care of your health.
The. the Roman Catholic ¢hurch in America :
voemgregation who love to hear rams- new scenes of exciting interest,
not guilty. Upon the second article the
that
meet i Considering the means
‘horns.
at our disposal, vote stood 36 to 25; upon the third and
If, therefore, Pharisee and Sad- your eye with every change
of your foot- glancing back at the century
us fourth articles, the same as for
dacee will not be saved, it is wise to turn steps
the secthrough the’ live-long” day, will and ts
fruits, the 25,000 swelled to 7,000]- %e fhe publican and -the harlot. An prove exhausti
ond; upon the fifth and last, 87 to 25.
ve in proportion to the in- 000, the solitary bishop to a
great
hier% American minister went to hear Spur- tensity and persistency
to a Two-thirds of the Senate not having voted
of your desire to archy, the few scattéred
_ ‘geon’ythe.preacher told a story which dis- see. A hearcy supper
valiant
army,
the litle out-of-the-way in favor of sustaining the articles of imwhen thus wea.
usted him.
A laboring man, standing ried,and a forced
Is
to
aul
itadeof massiv:
os Peackment, it was ordéred thata judgbreakfast in view of an- and towesing ohthedt
dl,
the!
communities]
. elose to him, nudged his wife, saying,— other hard day's
ment of acquittal be
That Bel-work, will not help you. of religious of
8. for knap is a guilty man, entered.
“ “Me you hear-that P* ' K just suited him. I was told that about
no one can ‘doubt.
“and
sorone third of the the waifs and/strays, the de
Htiwas the gospofel
wing, the maimed, the halt, and the That the government has failed to punish
God te him. ' That visitors were kept from the exhibition:
blind of the world—glancing at all this, we is now equally plain. These two facts
illustration, so vulgar in critiéd] eyes, let from oné to two" days out of
six, and
fair position to say to litera
Tight irito a darks mind. . The
with their ‘attending circumstances will
difference largely because they worked, até ‘ot Priticsin a Gentlemen,
thus far our hands furnish a curious study to
was partly owing to the. fact that the la~
those who are
drank too freely. If, milkis agreeable, -have been pretty full. We grant
you all
Wvering man went to save, his soul ; "thé go to the Dairy for a lunch, and you will
culture you Glsase; may it increase n endéavogingto tind ournational peculiari-*
. American minister was there to learn find it rich, €ool and refreshing. . If they;| hundred«fold!
that
‘We have mot had much ties and characteristics. Let us add’
me to sit down and study, From the Gen. Belknap fs still under indictnient by
"1
+~ssomething about Spurgeon’s Style and
|| womsmer.
weather is hot, be ‘abstemious, don't at- ‘beginning we have been in the thick of a
of the District of Colum:
.
Hi
nokia
tempt too much, and: you. will see mdre: fierce fight, Peace is at last coming; the’ the grand jury
bia, and in September next’ his | trial

+ mon; desigaed'te
Teall men to repent and

7

|

white fellow citizens of the South”
The opinion of the Golden Rule in regard to

the latest purpose of the inflationists is thus
summed up:
“If they can’t get any mere
greenbacks, worth 89 cents, they are willing to

take up with fifty millions or so of silver to“kens worth 83.”
:

Dr; Tfng’s Gospel Tent, in New York City,
is evidently a success. The Christian Union
says of it that it « draws in the multitude with

such a steady regularity as® to satisfy the onlooker that what opened as a novelty now
holds its own by the real interest it excites.”

Denominational Hebos,

nse.

Chemung Q. M. reported progress and
Several of the churches have
enjoyed revivals during the past winter.
additions.

Interest in Sabbath schools increasing.

Tuscarora Q. M. reported’ additions to

some of the churches, others cold; most

of the churches sustain regular preaching.

Some have excellent Sabbath/schools.

Report from Potter Co. Q. M. says that

they have enjoyed revivals some of the

churches.

Bradford & Tioga Q. M. reported verbally, by Bro. O. C. Hills, who ‘said that
some additions have been received, and

that there is considerable interest in
church building.
‘
;
i
_'I'" Resolutions upon Temperance; ‘using

B. I Associationof F, B. Churches.

The action of the Association at its last, | the Sabbath as a day of gmuse
and
some of a local chardcter were,ment,
warmly

session, makes it an organiza: tion for the

collection ‘and disbursement of mission | discussed and passed by the conference.

funds.

Tn accordance

with

this action’

all money sent to the Treasurer of the
Association for Foreign Missions and

Representatives from the Y. M. to - the

Central Association were appointed. ’
The preaching by Rev's Hunt, Hills,
Educational purposes will be forward
Kellog, Brown,
Ald rich and Butler during
by him respectively to the Treasurers’of the session was interesting
and spiritual,

the Foreign Mission

and

Education

So-

Next session’ to

be held

cieties, while of the money sent to him limits of the Chemung Q. M.,
for Home
ions, unless otherwise des | to be named by a committee.
ignated,

three-fourths may

be

retained

for mission work in the Association. '
This change in the plan’ respecting its
missionary . operations makes it more

necessary than ever before that some sys-

tematic plan

should

be

‘established

in

every church, and made to reach every
person in the congregation who may be

willingto contribute to any or: all the
branches of its work. . Three points will
be gained by this arrangement:
1st,

Dispensing
with the labors of salaried
agents; 2d, An increasd of interest in|
wission work in all the churches throughout the Association; 8rd) Much larger
contributions. htt
"ad
i
Will every pastor look after this matter, and where nol systematic plan exists;

within

G. H. FREEMAN,

the

the place
Clerj.:

Wisconsin. Yearly Meeting.
The thirty-first session of , the Wisconsin

Y. M. convened with the Waupun church,
June 23, at 10, A.M. ' Conference calledto

order by the clerk. 'Rev.B, F, McKenney

was chosen Moderator ; Rev, J. R. Pope,

Asé’t Mod.; and Rev. L. A: Crandall,
«|

Asst Clerk. .

Léttors were received from the following

Q.Q M's: Waupun, Rock & Dane, Honey
Creek, Bask Co., and , Adams & Wau.

shara, which

‘sent in the

EB. Cross as

corresponding

main’ an. en:

couraging report, A létter ‘was received
from the TliinoisY. M,; sending Rev, H.

messenger,
pee that one is established at once, and who was gladly welcomed,
Nod
occurs, .
Hg ok
‘where oné does exist, sée that it is’ made
mon. Some
of the chuschesdid
vet dike “B. Let your first day's work be a gen:
The letter gave, w cheering report, ‘and
Our
dead
ing 4 ed are
éffective ? Let the clerks or. deacons‘in a manifest sympathy with us asa Y, M.
sim weighty
very wéll.
His aletters, ng
‘stid ‘théy, eral and comprehensive one. Take w gathered in;rythe
wa / or
‘taken from us ~—CrEpuLiTY. This age is not dcons- churches; where
there are: no pastors, at- Rev. B.F, McKenney was, elected corres
silelon 16 wiponlar iisondy. thc,
aud o. are being sullenly prisoners
but surely returned ; ed of credulity, nor are we as a people.
‘tend to this work.
our frontier is guarded and
Remember,

“Raul hall. :an_ experience. not -uncom-

|

Mogae

| the Board of Finance, by wh ch from this ‘Richmond is a pleasant town, embracing
a
good schools, an intelligent population,
date ‘Schools are to
he
ted wyihalf and several spiritual and devoted church
rates, or Twenty-five Cepadghdt
(
ajch.
The
badly ‘prostrated, that the Republican
on
:
"
result of this action
wi
party is résponsible, that the South has
The F. Baptist church of the village is
ier the shots, the more they are amused. statements and. peagtical) suggestions: to] greatly aid you in recalling them frm
exhibited great forbearance and has no its desirabijjtyy
those
who
have
not
yet.been
there.
one
of the number, now enjoying, and
ques
dt
the
regular
charge of
They seek for intellectual diversion, and
1:1. The first ' inquiry. «that naturally . the confused mags with which your mem- enmity towards the black race, and that half a dollpr is qaite
being faithfully served by Bro. Sherreasona
ble,
yet
Zeek upon the preaching as 4° rhetorical. arises, and one
that each person must an- ory will be burdened. A courteous visit. they are almost a unit for a change in when it becomes necessary to account for wood. ‘It has'been nearlya year since
-exlibition. Long weary of hearing the swer for himself,
or will always find the officers and at- the administration, for to ‘the Democracy
is this :—can I consisthis pastorate commenced with this peo“gospel, their ears burn for some new ently. go.to the
tendants
ready to assist and explain so alone they look for the right of local self- bollies of one hundred or mote, the reCentennial ? :For various
ple,
and a year of considerable revival
duction
is
of
im
portinc
e,
and.
the
resensation. Do men hear about .the five reasons many will
anid
ns a government.
After our fellow-citizens
‘be compélled to an- far ‘as they may be able.
and
very
sult
gratifying results, in an addiis
more
than likely to secury
bleeding wounds of Christ? They do not swer this question in the ‘negative, and
0-0-0o
of the South have been the recipients of
"ro
tien
of
some
30 to. its membership, with
the
attenda
nce of these scholars for
~:=are so much as they do for: five - dollars. this fact should be the
favors and rights which ‘are not apt to
end of their anxiincre
ased
CURRENT
TOPICS.
pecun
more
iary strength.
than
one
day.
Their
There
Men hear of heaven,— and they think it ety and worriment.on
is one
be cpnferred on a conquered people, and
the . subject. ; ~And —— THE PRESIDENTS POSITION
. = The also given, so long an opportunity to thing certain, that as an educator the house of worship is well situated and
is pretty.’ Men hear of hell,—and go to
by: careful Fediogand conversation, fostinony recently giver’in Washington by show
pleasant, with a good attendance on the
sleet.” “If they hear of moral duties, they yet,
themselves fit for self-government, Exhibition stands unrivaled. No boy or Sabba
such'persons.éan weN-inf of themselves | r. Bluford Wilson, the assistant
th, an interesting Sabbath school
girl
of
average
solicitor
intelli
gence could make a
waté
a little
h to know if there be any- of the general featuresof the Exhibition,
and then to see the spirit made manifest
and prayer meetings.
of the Treasury, who so effectively fought
visit
without
Our church at
derivin
g
perman
“thing said that is spicy. This is nothing, But to all who
ent
advanin the Ku Klux and other outrages down
can leave home and spare the whiskey rings, leases
tage. Every study in which they may Richmond Corner ‘is d6ing ‘quit well,
the’ President in to the late Hamburg massacre,
‘mew.
The same thing was true fifteen the time and
taken to- be cngaged is here
money, I would say, visit a position - that his"
enemies ‘will be sure gether with
presented in its most under the earnest labors and excellent
hundred years ago in Constantinople. the Centennial.
the temper shown by most
You will there see the to niftke capital of,
picture
sque
and
form,
‘that
Geogra
his
phy,Chemistry, character of its pastor Bro. Boies.
friends
‘Chrysostom said in a sermon:
1
This
of their leaders in the present Congress,
progress in art, science and inventive will find it difficult
church embraces mich land, and many
Mineral
to
ejtlsf
ogy,
aetoti
Botany,
ly
account
&c.,
&c.,
may
all
we fear that their loyalty is not what it
Hizis has ruined the church, that, you _genius,-also understand;
from the artiélés for. There is no doubt that he interfere
be followed under the most fayorahle valusble fatnilies, und 1s capable of prod should be.
- seek:net to hear a discourse whic
;
Iro- on exhibition, the taste, culture, h Ripe
to saye Babcock from conyiction at his St.
circumstances ; and,in addition, much ad- ducing mitch Chrfatian fruit.
duces a-thange of heart, but one which
The Saband
Juxuries
of
different
nations,
at
ol
Louis
delights’ by ithe splendor and order of
trial, and thas hé alsd expressed dis- ——EX
ditional information gained upon suck bath we spent in'R. was equally divided
SPEAKER
BLAYNE
AGAIN’
ATTACKtain
knowled
.in
many
'
respects:
that
ge
between the two
beantiful
words;
satisfaction in béveral othet ifistances’ with
as if the church
ED. On Thursday, the House ‘of Repre- subjects as the growth and manufacture ing the wants! of churches, in present.
were established
to the end that sing- you will never be likely to securd in any | the Way im which the prosecut
Freedmen
J
ions
were
ers and harpers might here display other way.
sentatives was the witness .of another of Silk from the cocoon to the ladies’ “Tennesse Algbainn pro
:
fi svi
pushed, There 15s favorable and perhaps
dress ; of Glass, from clay and sand. te
their skill.
:
: Proctor the beautiful
~ 2. How much time and money can you reasonable explanation that may be given malicious attack on Mr. Blaine.
specimens of firrors, table cash and pledges, nearly $20,00 from
Knott had obtfrom
Good singiag and preaching with point afford to spend ? One day will give you of this conduct,
ain
the committee
ed
a ware, &c.; of Leather)
each chureh. May God bless Richmond
and that is that: the Presi- unanimou
from the undresss
report
which,
to them are pleasing. Sermons keen edg- a view of the grounds and a glance at the. | dent believes
‘while
not
clearand
its excellent Christian ministers.
that the prosecutions against | ing
India
him of the. charge of withholding the ed hide to the Indies” slipper.
«d and highly polished,or even those that Exhibition, and is very much better thf" his friends,
J.S. Burcess.
whom he professed to believe
Caldwell: dispatch, declared him inno- Rubber is shown in the gum as it exudes
are rough:toothed and jagged, gratify the pothing.
A week will. answer quite to be innocent, were pushed ‘solely out
Ar
-+e
from the tree; and then in all it# various
of cent. of * suppressing ' evidence,”
literary taste. A good sermon is like a well, but & month would not ‘be time
and,
New. York & Penn. Yearly Meeting.
enmity to the President, and with a desire
substantially, of any malice whatever serviceable adaptatiens to the uses of
<good debate ora good lecture or a well enough for seeing all,” "Youl must “give a, to discredit
his administration. . That may toward
:
mankind
.
The New York & Penn. Yearly Meet-.
Mr. Blaine in that matter.
written book. ‘ Smart” ministers who fifty cent scrip or eoin for every admis’ possibly be true,
The
but. to accept it as such
ing held its last session with the Gaines
caniickle itching ears are in great de- sion, and your board, including lodgings, {would be attrib
without
adopted
been
have
would
report
utingto B
BRIEF NOTES.
w and other the slightest opposition, but instead
church commencing June 9th, at one
mand; and if the church and the con- will be from one dollar and a half to five trusted men
of
The Jubilee Singers from Fiske University |
motives that it would be very
clock, p. M, Conference called to oraccepting
the
generous
gregation tends towards fashion and per- dollars a day, as you may choose, _, My
vindicatio
n? have recently received a ‘donation
difficult to make the best part of the public
Knott chose, in spite of an express un- from an English M. P. for their college.of.' £300 der by the Standing clerk. Opening
«dition, ungodly hearers do not care for own expenses from Boston during ten believe they would be actuated
by. What derstanding
prayer by Rev. O. C. Hills.
that there should be no dethat so long as their ears feel good.
“Of what use are our efforts to lay aside
Organized
Is days absence, eight in Philadelphia, were seems to be a more reasonable inference,
bate,
and
in
violation
the
issues
as
of
follows:
of
the war,” says Colonel Higgin- by chosing Rev. E. B. Torrey,Chairman,
it net desirable to have style ? to have a
the plainast
Lf we are sorry to say, is that the President
principles of parliamentary propriety son, *“ if they arestill to be kept alive by our and Bro. Aldrich, Assistant.
minister who can get up ‘‘ great serFare by Fall River lie, © || ptLoo!
is in a defiant mood,
mons”? Men, who care little for the
water of life, like to see it carried around
ina good looking pitcher. If it is borne
aboutin brown earthen, they despise the
Fountain at which it was filled. To such
men plain and homely addresses to sin-

:

till

our Constitution, ta banish the Bible from

our schools, blot. out: our

[4

|

| of

‘authentication of the connection of
tains the greatest number and variety of government with Christianity has been to
the country, has induced the people to
articles, whioh-are divided -into-the de- sever that connection ; and. that. the per resort
to most any method and 'féel ‘as
partmentsof Mining, Manufjctures,
sistent demand now made, on the basis. of safe as in their care. And théy hive]

ing ears, ‘They will bear that and obey ; | find seventy large rooms filled with sculptand not criticise Gabriel or the trinmpet. ure, paintings, &e., from all countries,

”

Portsmouth, N. H., is one of the oldest

Were: they; at hand,

AP

A]

use of the Bible in the mige the peculiar temperament and cons! dalliance. Tts public
buildings, ‘with its
Jou public schools, and the religious
acknowl- stitatiohs of their patients. Tn this abiliv numerous ' church-edifices ‘and
' school.
look at the articles from any one country, edgments of our State Constitutions, our
ty lies nota small part of their success. houses, indicate prudence and taste, with
it may be wellto :see what you !can of government maintains: a connection, not A medicin
e
may help one may re- |# just appreciation of the useful. Bro.
them before goingto those from another with any established church, but with the sult in injury which
to another. Even if one of Harmon's
rate of our church
has
country,” You will not be so wanting in vital principles of the Christian’ religion | these patent medicines
‘is just what we been long and very supoessful,

little where one begins, but when

Father, and when we help one of our | If a pastor pander to this disease of itch and many of them their best. You must
‘arethren is it not a benefit fo all? And in the ear, minister and people may go ,be'interested in many of thé exhibitions
this holds especially true of all the gifts,
to hell together, praising each other. - in Machinery Hall, and, if you take any
lange and small, which come to us from
Goll. ““Verily I say unto you, Inasmuch
as ye have done it unto the least of these

The f

would _astoun

Dr. Nettleton preached a sermon’ ‘in one ' through the différent buildings so far as’ vention,lin Philadelphia, that the: resoluparish which was the means of the bE you ‘can without stopping to eXathing tions adopted recognize the need of im:
“>
version of fifty “peksons.
‘Tle predChed’ anything,
for the same reson that you,
#5 All communications designed for publicathe
same
sermon
the
next
week
to two would glance atthe index of a new book ‘ centerinial year, the, truth of our. national
Zien should be addressed tothe Editor, and all
letterson business, remittances of money, &c., ‘other large congregations, and no special” before reading it: ,
accountabi
to Godlity
WIRY
; recall with grati«hold be addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N.H result followed.
The adaptation, of the
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expect to engage in worship with those

“with his}

L424.
earnestly; td

At a prayer meeting

who do not

obey

our

Master,

and

in

prayer with those who do not have faith

much

sng: el
mid nes;
em
m,
8

on
praye

directed yo ull things;

that he

And Is

win

make 10 ifslakes; ‘that’ he might be

enabled to yield
kis will to thegiwill of
the‘ Lord. "Phe ‘next day he wal ~also
ju
present, and partook with his'be
oe
1
Christ of .the Lord's supper.

wr! on’ so
in isan efror

munion-

| Christ?”

with'- themy

as-

AOR

believers

in

«Yes, Apr retuthed the Eider,
3 | wondering what was coming. next,
t where the spirit of the Lord i, there is

| liberty.”

tigi od «

*¢ Exactly, Elder Foster,” ovomiol
at all 1:1 wonder if his eonvictions of duty Albert, ** thavk. you for that duota~
relaté to the communion! If T had had tion!”
*“ But Albert,” interrupted the: Elder,
my way,
1 should not bave offered him
the elements: - to-day, : bus : Bilder | Foster “ you do not understand me. A prayer
said
we had’ no’ right to 'witliiold ‘them and conferénce meeting is ome to which
from a member in, good standing in a ‘not.enly the church, but the world ‘also
Regular: Baptist -chureh, /howeser » nmch: is invited ; while the Lotd's Stipper. is an
i, th chuteht i
we
his “right: td- “thieny “as ordinaned to
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understand Youn itil

an
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said his
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yd occasion
“do you, consider to Yexiitrk, vnphtiedly a ‘dhol ordi
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speaking by Dr. Vincent, Dr. Cuyler

Answered

by

Nettie

Mack,. Pogney:

Minn, No. %0.0v Frances E. P

anil Tourjee; the remarks by Mrs, Miller, Mrs.
Clark, Miss Rider; and the parts taken by others. The individuality
of each ‘of the girlsis
maintained,as one by one they come under

Creek,

15 SLY or

aol Nok Mntaville. Bee. gmle'L
of Attica,” Ober sends auswers to. Nos.
sad
61; also to Nos, 57,08 and 50, Burtie Hyde,
of
evitie, ABEwers
and %,. andJobonie

the influences of the place, and, unkvuown to
each other, decide to become Christiane.

laid the book down

FAITH.

George

Lockwood,

School libraries; becaude We feel sure it wid
do goad in interesting young people in the
Sunday s¢hool workers,

8. Merriam.

& Co. 16mo. pp.

you

are

disposed

to

cavil,

ment which covered them

from

head

to

cy of the offefing’ of the! ‘ shed blood,’ and
‘broken body ;’ broken’ for me,
even,

though I

have mot publicly expressed

bowever, he slipped away into the bush,
and reappeared in a hat,add a skirt which

was so short. that even my little girl burst

that faith in a buried ‘and risen Saviour,
by submitting to (he ordinarice of baptism.
According to the natural order of events
Bro. Foster, communion should precede
baptism, for the death which it commemo-

rates certainly preceded ° the burial and
resurrection which baptism sgmbolizes,
You say ‘ that we read in the New Testa.
ment Scriptures. of disciples being baptiz-

it mentions,

are many hiats thrown out which: will serve to
awaken the reader
to a sende 6f his uty to
God and help in finding the way to fulfill that
duty. _ It is entirely free from trash, and we
give a cordial sommendation,
Tg

find traces of the same ideas in several.’ They

Ehrman

UB oF Tu-W

ifige of9! + Wide

Awake.”

are wriften in a clear, vigorous syle, showing thought and care in their preparation.
The minister and editor, who are constantly
obliged to bring something vew before the

ed up in a story style, but who ever though

public, will read them with interest and profit.
In several the author d
God’s love and

of a receipt book and hints on housekeeping
arranged in such a charming
style that all the

justice ; and claims that |

be eternal.

hment can

illustrations, 16mo.
hope. x
page :
We have had history, theology and art serv-

not

little girls, and big; who read it, will at once

beliefin

be trying to raise yeast,and make Marlborough
pie,and prepare Potted Veal as Neelie Crane's
mother did, and sandwiches like those Caddie

We must admit that be sustains

his position well, whateverbe our
the doctrine.
Belief” will

The article entitled
probably

awaken

“ A Dying

more

versy than any other in the book.

made for the dinner at the schoolhouse?

contro

Others of

body would

the articles show that the truths of Science
can neverbe in opposition to those of the
Bible, and the church need fear nothing from
the advancement of scientific research. * Beginning a Christian Life”is full of good suggestions to those starting dn the new wayand* The

Simplicity of it" may

“ An Old Fashioned Virtue” is full of

conclusion:

* For

realm of ‘moral

those

ideds,

who

the

original writer who could ‘chronicle the

do-

out and

of

The

the

makings

up,

that

are

shadows.

ull the

The

girls

story, and

one is sure no person very fur from girlhood
has written those chapters, or else she has
carried her memories of girlhood fresh and

undermined into busier years.

The funny lit-

tle speeches of the girls make one smile in spite

of one’s sell, and there Is real pathos in Jane's
heroism the night of the flood. If we had been

people,

at the dinner-party, ‘we would have given
double fifty cents for a taste of those goodies,
for it made our wouth water to read about them.

use

We are going to order sugared apples at once,
and a copy of the Cooking Club to seérveas di-

rections,

is net:

Buy the book, papas, and give it to

your daughters; you will not be sorry at meaitime,

FAMILIAR &: 70 Boys,
1,
D.D.
New York:

B

Nn Rev, oN

pp. 98

This volume

happier.

themselves tell a good part of the

Sr

on mo.

of friends

brighter for the former

‘‘ A

would

what "is go-

story is just like girls, all fuli of those fallings

lye in the

and who

in

stand thoroughly the art of cooking, will moke

at least one circle

future, forgetting that the present is: all of
which we are sure, We have only voticed a
few of the articles.
Each one contains suggestions which will stimulate the mind and
furnish food for thought that will develop into souicthing wore than au equivalent to the
price of the
k and the time spent in reading
entitled,

No-

of It except

ing onin the kitchen, and the mothers are too
busy to initiate them in its mysteries, so the
book-writer whe encourages a girl to under-

timely suggestions to this busy, restless age,
when most people look for happiness in the

As for instance; in the one

thought

usually have too little interest

help many a one who

wonders why no great change has come to his

heart.

have

ings
of the Cooking Club, and she has done a
good thing iu telling the story. It is emphatically one of the very best stories out.
Every
girl should have it to read. Our young ladies

order, (as you claim,) that he is mot to
continue -ia-Laalil--after both
see

whom

and because
in, the story of the four girls there

which

gar-

We

when we

Chautauqus Girls at Home.” We can most.
heartily: recommend this book to Sunday

influential, lived among the common

¢ three women decently clothed ma

willingly only

cdught the hint that we should yet hear of“The

Kiterary Bebieto.
;

and Dr.

Deems, the singing by Profs, Sherwin, Bliss

son in this fact the meaning
eunsily or soon exhausted.”

——
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A NARROW

ESCAPE.

. By,

Boston: 'Willlam ¥. Gis

consits of four addresses to

(oretsi)

:

Annie

Thomas.

Co. 8vo. pp. 215.

If any one desires a love story, we feel sure
boys delivered before the ‘Chartier Institute,
They were made extempore, but Mr, Charlier he will be satisfled in the present instance, for
had ‘placed a reporter in ambush, and, a short shalf's dozen different persons have nearly as

time after, delivered a. roll of manuseript to ' many dove adventures on hand, between the
and close of the book, though we
Dr, Hall with the request that it might go to. beginning
the printer. We think we are all glad that are forced to say that it is the kind of love
he consented. These addresses are free, in- which we far rather see in books than in real,

In the first, he speaks, of

life. | Fneonstanoy seems to be /the chief char-

their relations to the family and the Creator;
in- the pecond, about building a moral character
founded
on Justness, goodness, purity and de-

There are at least three or fou bona fide en-

formal talks to boys.

voutness
;.. in the third, he

mentions

acteristic of every

personage

in

the

gagements, whieh ave broken,to say

book.
nothing

ofthe acquaintances which ripen 'disastrously

a few

Even the two
causes of fallure in life: the failure to win coun- 'for one or both parties.
fidence, wantof industry, lick of honor, and ‘make the only successful marriage in
the want of the blessing of Almighty God; . hook, and close . ‘tho Soi during ‘the
and the fourth address deals with thes two} years which intervene! between the {ime

who
the
nine
they

inio laughper at this ridiculous and: futile
effort towards decency; and thus array- wotlds, the present and the ohie to come, and run why to be married and the floal occured, and with the kindly and gracious smile the way to prepare ‘in this for the future. rehice Df the wedding fall ut of love with each
which illuminates
a’ Hawaiians fice when There are many practical . SUZROBIONS oo other anid 1n with ‘different parties, and then
| off with the iéw’ aiid on With ‘the ‘old till on
he puts himselfto some, trouble: on. your through the book, given in d way that
list the attention of boys and impress thetr | einai velenigagomont we. dre’ I’ haste for
account, this funny’gaide led us to our | truths upon the memory. : Its moral and religYo etually take place before they
horses.”
ious Sunes a
nh, ou, og| bo
es chiatigether minds again; “We do fi" like that
. On the same evening, after relating the quisite for it lo’
u
h
péople, and if'thers | miast "be such in
11 cldss of
. the world, we don’t think it well to repeat
incident to his host, Mr. N. remarked, *‘ 1 reading, and We hor ay fall i
suppose this man could read and write?” hands of rn jor 5. would be a ‘thei hors, The ‘titles {o/some ‘of the chap”
“ Read,” réplied the host, ‘‘he can read fine gift bdok from téachersto their pupils, or ile se ule 10 niy the least,” We'a little pe-

ed immediately after conversion, but never
of their partaking of the communion
from parents to their children,
0:41 Hate Bob Cherry,’
ir, is’
immediately.” Did it ever occur to you and write ns well as you. 1 kndw him
4 PR have itHi with You,» ind « Lift in the
that we have no account of the baptism of very well, he isa prosperous: man and is
Lurch.” We don’t know where the* Nar
Poris, FOR SUMMER ERAY ijn:
any of the disciples at Tross, but we have to be the next justice of the peace in that Rospstbn|
e” it is in the fact that 80
fs unless
Edited
/BostonJ
row Edefip
|
an account of their coming together on district. He doubtless went home and
i, Osgood && Co.
Co, a ov. 268. #100) 'l many who expect to be married become dis
the first day of the week to break bread.’ spent'the remainder: of the’ afteriioon ‘in
told: ino racy
" is nice. little hook. tor. place fn the

disciples at Tross were, not. baptized, 1.
really ‘suppose thay were.’ 1 suppose. too | Hiephi
that when one way cotiverted to the Lord, | was phate
he.was soon afier baptized. I think it oumber or

the + chatel’ that |

aeh Abels
Ee
tio nr
Ada.

Al
iy. Gospel hu
wits,
Fou

ply.

by Marion who is writing for the papers; the

Man of the People,” the author alludes to the
fact that Jesus passing by the . learned and

1 not going to infer from this that the Reitiof hig péwspaper.”,

meiersbif

Answers.

As Mr. N. was walking one day near the
sea-shore with the lady and children who
were his companions, they came upon

h | invited to a prayer meeting, Elder?” ask80
| ed Albert.

hare

[Answers requested
from younger readers.)

little body whe does as thése sround her do.
Each in her own way is touchedby the serve
ices of the meetings. Tuese are duly Repaniod

Now,

by the term * church’ as applied to those

but

ure loving girl; and Floste 4 clinging, loving,

there is a les-

“ What may I umdorstaribn bo ‘mean

“

Ruth 1a a sich, pristooratic Jody : Bugle a pleas:

60. Rebekah, Gen.27.
61. Lot's wife. Gen. 19:
62. "Jesus. Luke
17: 82,

it.

Albert.”
foot, and a man with only a breech-clout
4 J think not; Elder ; 1am only holding on, who were dashing into the surf, - pickup to your view the logical sequence of ing up sea moss, and a Jittle®univalve
your: reasoning: You will say, ‘it is shell,a limpet, which they flung into small
absurd
0 forbid one’s praying until after baskets which hung from their shoulders.”
baptism, and communion.) I say, it is These were for their suppers, The natives
absurdto forbid “one’s communing until came out and politely showed the chil:
after baptism. ¥ surely have the right to dren what they bad in their baskets. The
commemorate the Death which gave me man did not appear to be at all embarrassLife; 10 show forth my faith in the effica- ed by his lack_of clothing, ‘‘Presently,

. | points, yet. you can hold
a spiritual .com-

69. A

man twee ars
bi
ho was the mighty
man
70. ‘Who was the prophet
71. + What was the import bt bis action?

282. (81.50.)
This is the title of a series of articles which
bave appeared in the Christian Union,as
editorials or communications,
They were
written daring a period of five years, with no
thought that they would ever be brought to.
gether, consequently it is not strange that we

at Home.”

Four girls

ings there; solely for fun, Théy ave dissimilar
as intimate
friends usually are. - Marion is a
poor school-mistress
and a professed infidel ;

(Answers
1 three weeks.) :
robe of a mighty

them in the service of mankind,

“]

doctrinal

sentiment pervading. every page.

£0 to Chuutauqaa,
during the series of meet-

to the manners and customs of the people
whose home is on the Hawaiian Islands.

* baptism’ and the ‘ breaking of bread.’

jn and
‘ean clasp
enjoy the’ “meeting; tha
hands ‘with these individuals of these
different
names, reSosnizing them as
|
| Christign
88") sayed fouls?

might

whole, , It is.a finely written book, with good
delineation of character and a true religions

English tons of 2240 pounds each.

and to them entrusted the great doctrines
which were to redeem the world.
He says in

it follows if ohe 18°10 ‘obsérte the literal

‘meeting,
:

e tons meant are of course

0), would. ¢ herefore weigh

sons.

Under this title, Mr. Nordhoff devotes
a chapter of his book on ‘‘ Northern California,Oregon and the Sandwich Islands,”

to be done in the Scripture order.

se,” continued Albert,

t you can enter a prayer

sill,

and * prayers’ mentioned as the last things

emotion, of his determination to follow in him,” ppelied Br Foster:

and obey his Master ; of his growing eonviction of duty _ would cause a radical |‘

resiing on the

(

come so interested
in; that we have laid aside
the reviewer's
way of resding and read the

proach and scandal upon the church, and
it will be necessary for ‘you either to re-

BY E. A. 8.

“but I think it avery weak and totterjug
support. ‘There are * breaking of bread’

of

hs over a ton
- ; £75,000,000

A Living

“The Hawaiian

verses

as

about as much

iown-gossip

FAOTS.

trine you profess to disbelieve.”
“Jam aware of that,” responded Al
bert, who had seated himself by the win-

iti

ove’ ‘whove'

of ‘yous

20 locomotiveengines of the ficst . size.
os
Id
i294
What. wera Amora
Solomon: Foun
s 5 gre
AUTAUQUA: By ¢ Pane
Crmsus to this? - To trace the process by( Jiu"
p .& Co, 12mo. pp.
which this immense mass
has, as it were;
"This
ts
‘one
ofthe
books
that we have ‘be.
ted to Paris, would bene
(ask.

Reg

ill

Albert Courtney left L—e for, the East, | present who have not

Ingelow, add indeed
this galaxy of poets com« -

writes: | prises néarly’ every

here for the last six weeks, bringiag a re-

RADE erdnd a Bible reference in support: of the doc-

Adelaide

Procter; Mrs; Brownlug; Mrs. Hemans, Jean

PEt and of Hs plage ju this collection ; of
moment exceeds 50 tons in weight—in | ous.

other words, it w

FROM DAWN TO DAYLIGHT.

conference, b

T¥mes

“dt will surprise’ the mad

Family oy

And, jte} by step, since time began,
We see the stem y gain of man.”

the name of Wordsworth

readers to hear that the
ov
vaults vary
tothe Yeader.’ There is no
of the Bank of Fiano at the present { Poem Il the book which'ly not Worthy of a re-

former course, and will be ready, at our
and duty. So with those commissioned-to next Covenant meeting, to do your doty.”
Baptist family and church, ¢
| preach the gospel at this day, they are
Albert made no reply to this. His soul
expression
to
§uch
a
heresy
as’
ot enly to preach Christ crucified to a was so stirred within tim, by the thought
Don't:you A
that the
By
ing world, to baptize those whe believe, of the position into which he found himhen Christ instal ed the
Ywere a
I will repent, nor longer will delay,
but also to instruct in Christian doctrine. self crowded, that he wisely held his peace.
But, as thou hast, renounce my sins to-day.
‘| Supper, bad been baptized?”
So every sermon preached,it seems to me,
Elder Foster rose, and drawing on his
Thy. gentle spirit, like Aurora's dart
“ Yes,
suppose they. bad
- been,
beens but shouldbe
calculated to win men to Christ, overcoat eontinued, “I trust Albert you
First lit the icy caverns of my heart,
how to live godly lives,or “will reconsider your action, and return to
And through life’s thorny path shall guide my | there ine record
of fi,” replied Albert. 5s to tea
«At least, you believe that immersion’ to do both.”
soul
your allegiance to the church and the
And lead it safely to the shizing goal,
of a “believer’ in water, is the only
“ But throughout the Acts gnd the Epis- Master!”
Like Bethléhem’s
star that guided on the” way | Scriptaral baptism?” again asked the tles,” returned Eldex, Foster, “*‘ we read
“1 have never been guilty of disloyalty
8
pt
Whiroe aa new ‘hope: within the manger vals
repeatedly of men being bap tized imme-. to the Master,” responded Albert, as he
“T'do, Elder.”
diately after conversion, but never in one rose,and stood whiting for the Elder's deWr
fi The 18; 1876.
“ And that all who believe ought to instance of their going to the Lord’s Sup- parture, ‘not, at least, in the matter you
obey oar Lord, and be baptized ?” contin- per immediately. On the day of Pente- refer to, and when my loyalty to him,
ued the Elder.
cost when the three thousand were con- and to the church come in’ conflict, I shall
«1 do,” was the reply.
verted they were baptized, and then they certainly prefer the former, whatever the
t Then I do not see how you can con- “ continued steadfastly in the apostles ‘ consequences’ may be.”
[Copyright at)
sistently go to the communion table; with doctrine and fellowship, and in breaking
*“1 hope to find you in a different frame
those who have not obeyed Christ in ‘this of bread, and in prayers.
of mind when we meet again.
Good
| respect, or with those who think ‘it is not
* You consider that quotation,] suppose, afternoon !” said his pastor, as he made
BY MRS, ADA KENNAN.
incumbent upon them to obey him in Elder, one of the strong texts in favor of his parting bow.
CHAPTER X.
this particnlar!” said his pastor...
’ the position you occupy” asked Albert.
* Good afternoon, Elder !"
« Have ' you any reason for ‘staying
Tu Oh, sometimes gleams upon oar sight,
“¢ Ido,”
was the reply; ‘it is one of
To be continued. }
* Through ‘present wrong, the eternal right!
away from a social meeting, Elder?” those quoted in our ¢ articles of faith,’ as
Nor longer
But, on the
Since Jesus
1 may, this

Perhaps

erson, Thoreau, Tennyson, Shelley,

nt of the London

tract, (to admit that you were in the
wrong), or for {be church to take some
action in the matter. I sincerely hope you
will be enabled to see the wisdom of the

My idea of that ‘ commisThey were sent out to

ground,” was Abe rep! py

With reason lost, and only passign’s fire

tinued the Elder.

authors,

A Heavy Bank Deposit, - A Pariscor-

which you are

Christians
’ of all nations, baptizing them
Holy

‘and mountain
waters, and
ce from

in this column.

by in silence?” asked Elder Foster.
“I don’t know,
Iam sure,” was the
somewhat sad reply, “but if I am no

Supper,’ but I can not admit, that 1. Was Ghost, then, to téach them all things
countenancing an error, for I do not be: whatsoever he had commanded them,
lieve the.chureh, where I:partook of an Is not ‘ communion’ included among the
ordinance; the invitation to which was ex- “all things *?”
tended f-@l" who love our Lord Jesus | “Doubtless,” responded Albert, ‘if
Christ in sincerity and truth,’ ‘was in an they were not already conversant with the

If thou but hardly win the golden crown

pms

Next week perhaps sométhing more of occurs most frequently, but we also find those:
interest about this people may be found: of Longfellow, Whittier, Lowéll, Bryant, Em-

“1 can not say that I have, only as being the source of added enjoyment in the
Divine life?” was the reply.
“ And do you suppose the church, of
which you are a member, will suffer so
flagrant a violation of her creed to pass

given in the New Testament, which we
must follow if we obey Christ.”
Awakened gonscibnée found a fierygoa,
“I have failed to find it, then,” was
For sweet confessions from a soul like thine
that, in doing this, rou were violating Albert's only response.
Pierce; with ten thousand darts; a heart: like one of the cardinal articles of our creed,’
‘In the twenty-eighth chapter of Matby rl
acd counienancing an error.”
thew,
where the Saviour gave his great
‘When Imooence essays hor sing to tel
:
« T was fully aware, Elder, of the fact commission to the apostles, he bids them
It makesthe siamer’s burdened spirit qaell,
that by thisstep I expres
‘disciple,’ or ‘make
'] first. ‘teach, or
And, in the depths of his dark soul, believe

fifteen, or

The native churches are maintained by
Sing frech
i,
ee
out: of place
vers in the summer
themselves aud they. are liberal in their ahIw joEy
donations to missions. The native church | * a
the: poets from whom
selections:
of Dr.Cdan’s at Hilo gives $1200 anpually are made the best American and ‘English

taking?’ asked Elder Foster.

memotated there my Lord's death.”
. «I am very much grieved, Albert, ; but,
I suppose you, perhaps, did not/ ' realize.

thy pu ré heart

its

8931 scholars

‘‘one teacher for ‘every twenty-seven
children in the group. Attendance at
school is, I sus
more general here
than in any other country in the world.”

“Have you considered the result or con-

sequence of the course

¢ Lét'all things be done decently, and in
order’? And there is a certain order

Is it true?”

for the

between the agés of six and

it?"

Foster,
« And yet you will persist in 7t? Will
through endeavor to prove that ani act’ which ‘will
name.” deeply wound the loving hearts of your
Elder,” pious parents, is right?”

in his walk

t super Ision, ‘There

were 524 teachers

‘the reply; “I

“[ fear it may,” was the reply.

' «But, Albert,” remonstrated his pastor,
‘“do you not remember that Paul says,

a“ Freewill Baptist Quarterly Meeting,

As nighy’s®fierge glare displays the blackest
word hatrospe roi

was

“My parents are human, Bro. Foster,
going down town, while Mus, Courtaey him, * that I went to the Communion and the best of human beings are not inwill doubtless find something Aa) occupy
table with the Freewill Baptists of C—, | fallible! © Because my parents are still in
her in the dining-room.”
because [ trust we,==they and I—‘are one darkness, while it has pleased God to
‘When they were left alone, Elder Fos- in Christ,’ ‘saved through faithin him; bring me into the light, I see no reason
ter said, + I have heard, . Albeft, that not because they have been baptized, or for my rejecting the light, and continuing
when you were at C—, over the Sa b- | not been baptized.”
with them!”

|

BY O. B. 5.

In every

all under gover

10 foreign ‘missions.

*¢ None at all, Elder.”
* “Do your. parents know of

“Aud way I be permitted fo inquize,”
asked Albert, as rising he paced to and

other time, Albert,” said his father, * and

TO MARY ABBIE.
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tion with you, Albertin your present state
of mind. And then, you have no regrets
in regard to the course You took while at

“You are forgetting yourself, I think,

a

rrent news,

because

come to the table, T have no right there.”
“It is quite useless 10 argue this quesq

The parer(s are
ré obliged 'by law to cond |}
their children to school, The schools are

have bad no occasion, as yet, to tell them
ing to Albert, “ T would like x “have a
private conversation with you,Albert!”
‘fro, in his excitement, ‘what¢s the tie of it, and have hitherto’ deemed it unwise
+ Now ?” asked Albert, with a flushed| that binds you? what 4 the common to give them unnecessary pain."
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New York book-store.

The Alabatia “State election ill. occur
August 7.

to 20 minutes;

of its cage like the cover froma pill box

Gold mining at Worcester, Mass., Prom- | pir thie dv éragde stulidnt, Fi drt vets
to

esesesagnn

subjected to slow boiling for a period of 15

a covering’ pug by the larva; this covering 1s a 'cocoon.
;

imago.

class sys-

ds the
thatyears
1¢'clatmed
Sturgeon are plenty and lively I the [gor 1¢course
of four
Connecticut river, near Springfield, Mass. |...) oge
ises

three pints of boiling ‘water, aud the whole

selfimmolating ‘belle ever dared attempt,
and an dbdomen. ‘The pupa
has become an

male Collegé,is the founder of this school.
circulation The plan is to give each pupil personal in-

‘the

by its Tories names J

grade ‘of sugar can be found which will
“produce
so worthléss an article as the Co:
a proboscis. or sucker. The cone-shaped ba molasses ‘generally Offered in all markworm is furnished with
4 head, ‘8 neck, a
:
thorax, a waist more contracted than a ets.—Rural New Yorker. .

The grasshoppers are devastating the tion” is ‘sald to be a success. Prof.W. P.
New York suffers from

from 10 to 12 1-2 cents per pound, according to locAlity and distance from the sugar
refigery. To this quantity should be added

The creature shortens till it becomes

are growing there.

SOM ‘om the western borders of Minne: | jones,the founder of the NorthwesternFeof counterfeit silver dimes.

grades ofA. or_B. or ExtraC., and cesting

stich as is PUY

ing on." Jofirtéd legs ‘and ‘delca be "wings

inaugurated
in education
experimentsince
The‘months
afew
at Evaunstown,
Il,
called thet College of Individual Instruc-

er from Holland, was robbed of $2400 in

TasLE Syrup. To make a gallon of syrup
of beautiful whiteness and crystal-like transparency, such as is known in’ our markets
as silver arips or rock candy Stipe, Hel

from larva to, pupa often takes place within

largely

would

College. this” year

glebury

in full|

are

launderies

Seven.~Chinese

oned by a low, running vine called ivy.”

The larva has become & pupa.
A chrysalis is the pupaof some insect. The change

at Alton, Ili.

paper, has

of the

ér of motion that the maggot had is gone,

the friends of the Shuriles Baptist Dollege,

The Hancock Citizen, a new
been startedat Ellsworth, Me.

rings.

of the size and shapeof a’ grain of rice in
its brown husk. Of course the little pow-

, Eads Saitiérs will notséll their Chanc- sired Centennial fund, has been raised by

days’ stand-

quantities
Are DOW |
at the
t

sEEgssIuEy

dry.

«in

The sum of $50,000, one-half of the de-

es in silk this yéar for $20,000

maggot

Tt had been of thirty

ing, and the patient had been, given up by
his physicians.
I gave him a spoonful of
the oil, which effected a cure. It will cure
bloat
in cattle ¢aused by fresh clover.
It
will cure stings of bees, spiders or other
insects, and persons who have been pois-

has become nearly half an inch long it
stops eating and growing.
And now a strange change comes on.
The white skin becomes brown, hard and

death, for the endowment of ‘4’ professorship in that college in memory, of his de-

1 ineusric.
| |

ago.

Js does nothing but eat and grow: It grows
you wa
a
it may double its at
‘When it

J

thousand dollar life policy payable at his
ceased daughter.

The

|.

cure a horse ittakes eight times as much
as for aman.
*‘One ofthe most extreme
cases of snake bités ‘occurred eleven years

.

|

Oberlin
College has
received from
Charles J. Hull, of Chicago, a twenty-five

ed anid3 adopred.

of any kind, both on man and beast. The
patient must take a spoonful of it internally and bathe: the wound for
a cure. To

: yiisiies

J

to the constitution was presen

Sweet OfL. ' A physician says that sweet
oil is not only an antidote to the bite
of the rattlesnake, but ‘‘ will cure poison

time
KK
XK

7

omm

tee was alii, Mr. Garfield, of Ohio,
spoke two hours in reply to the speech of
* Mr. Lamar, of Mississippi.
proposed non-sectarian toi

vor of the peach.

house fly has none.
It looks like the tail
of a worm cut off, witha pair of’ eyes and
a pair of jaws set upon the square-cut énd.
The jaws are never idle, and for a few days

in Lie e Senate smendments to the river and
w_conference

none.

ERR

With a

a3

L¥

others

then into cold water.

You need have no fear ‘of injuring the fla-

Some have legs of two kinds, some of one,

and

oye

very

towel wipe each peach and the rind will
peel off smoothly; then drop imto fresh
cold water, and the operation is complete.

days.
but a

fourteen

of

uh

F323

moment;

name, However, for

or

a ‘kettle

i

Ps}

thirteen

for peeling: Take

wire cage,—similar, to a.corn popper,—fill
it with peaches and dip into the lye fora

most all their eating.in the larva state, and
rapidity. - Larve
with wonderful
grow

consist of

LEE

strong lye, and heat to boiling; take ‘a

de

thé United ‘States, January 1, 1876, was
16,756 miles, or, including, double tracks,
In the Senate, Friday, the report of | t
finance committee in regard to discre
total cost has
The
etc.} 91,617 miles.
cies in the Treasury department accounts been $3,941,833,197, or $51,369 a mile.
was discussed at length, without, however,
They have a ‘curious’ way 'of deciding
taking action. The post-route bill was law suits in North Siam; )»
1.4: are
also considered
in detail. The House putunder cold water, and the ope stayresolution providing for the final adjourn- ing the longest wins the suit.
Tn this
ment of Congress; “on Monday, ‘was pre- country both parties—are~thrust
into Hot |
sented and referred to the appropriations water, and
0
that stands it the longLie

pe

operation in -all worifi-like offspring of insects’ eggs is
larva. Caterpillars are the larve of butterflies, and grubs of beetles. Insects do al-

Tha length of railroads in

and a new committee was selected.

‘The general

\
aA

confidently recommend the following rect-

. 5

priation bill repor ted its inability: to agree,

maggot.

B.. EL

a

"eRe

'

mony.

41. + 50
$e. oR

Oriais, few, ¥ ini. i

1876.
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How TO PEEL PEACHES. “As the time
for putting up'peaches has now ‘tome, we

faster; and it

could accomplish
the same thing. :
The fly’s eggs burst open ina
The little fly creeps out of the shél ,

Angus’

x i 5
..Ag

diplomatic

ably increased.

has béen said that the offspring of a single

Young, Who has been ‘martied, gets $100.
in favor of matriAnother argument

=n

cow, and the flow of milk will be considef-

fly of ‘this kind’ would eat up a dead elephant in less time than & pair of lions

she

the weekonding

TE

confer-

much

For

oid

ence committee on the

The

hultiply

10]

BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES.

given in small quantities every day is the
best way.
Salt in the morning just before
turning them out, a tablespoonful to each

fst

despatch.

flies

pee

|-

salt,experimented until he decided that salt

E

ing the Caldwell

Meat

SRE 38

whose at-

tention belig called to the fact of anmincrease
in milk, the days he gave his cows

single season; a number which it would
be a good summer's work to count.

Eliza

Ann

it, while

$60. for

195

Sal
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THIS AND THAT.
SaLTING Cows, A dairyman

culated that the offspring of a house fly
could amount to over twd millions ina

Johnson. while he ‘was working ‘at’ his
trade as ‘a tailor, has ‘been presentedto

asks

Vari}
1400:
ER LE

RICE.

:

and six Honthly periodicals printed in Ne
braska,
A ilies coat nade by the late Andrew

only

:

196

§ rr

h ¥

a at

A wit was dreadfully bored by a stupid The house selected would be a type, or
bers.
fellow
who persisted in talking: to him on typical example ; smaller houses ‘would be
The river and harbor appropriation bill
natural history.
* There's the oyster,” exceptions, or houses ‘ofa lower type of
was further considered by the Senate,
at
last
Said
the
bore;
** what's your notion the insect; but there are many insectsof
Wednesday.
‘A bill was reported, authoras to the idea that the oyster is possessed a lower type.
.
izing the payment of pensions by the
of reason?”
'““T think it may be true,”
The fly is batched from an.egs. The parTreasurer of the United States, and an
‘said the wit, ¢ because the oyster knows ent fly deposits about eighty eggs in a sitappropriation of $2,000 (was votedto E.
enough to shat its mouth.”
ting of fifteen minutes.
She chooses careW. Hansell, the defender of the late SecIt was rather annoying, to say the least, fully a plpce among decaying vegetable
retary Seward from the murderous, attack
when the new clerk of a Boston merchant,
matter that is neither too wet nor too dry.’
-of the assassin Payne. In the House,
who had just been initiated nto. the mys- She finds in a stable dunghill the condiManager Lord submitted a report, giving
teries of the. trade-mark,
inquired in a tions required. Many
insects lay a much
a history .of the Belknap ‘impeachment
loud voice, ‘as ‘the 'castomer ‘demurred to larger number of eggs, but the fly may
trial. Another effort was made to consid“ ‘What shall T sell this for? It Petiinge lay four: ‘broods, and as the first
er the Bland silver bill, but it was filibus- theprice :
four dellars and a half, and cost |
marked
is
may themselves lay four times the
tered out of time.
Mr. Lamar, of Missisfifty
centaiii-itl
al hts,
ha year, ‘the second three times, and
sippi, spoke for two hours on political
daily,’ ninety-otie weekly
even the ‘fourth brood lay once, it is caltopies.
| - There oh

Republican:

ihipping,

New

| Lisi:

parlor, sitting-roem, bed-room, kitch
and back room, rather than a smaller on

mania and Austria are Hebrews.

the Historical Society of Tenn.
When Susin B. Anthony lectures

7

MOLASSES,

3

land, 25 to Norway.
One out of every
seven inhabitants of Poland, and one out
of every twenty-five of Hamburg,
Rou-

ed by the committee.
A bill ‘te limit‘and
fix the signal Sérvice was passed.
An
exciting debate occurred in. the House on
the report of the judiciary committee,
exonerating Proctor Knott from
withhold-

8x

may 14 00.
Aka

EEE,—2 $888

learn

ewSate,, ALLER
EEL EEE

often. enough for the application. Care
should be taken, however; not to’ let the|:
water fall upon the leaves and branches of

238888

By this I mean that what you

It is a. good type because it is not an in.
complete example,
as the grass hopper would be. If you wished to de
scribe ‘i New England house to a foreigner, you
“would select one that

to America, 46,000 to France, 300, to Ire-

$5,000,000,—the exact amount recommend-

¥

bin L108

ME

a week is
most beneficial resuits.. Once

:

type.

Of this class the fly 1s a good

respecting it. will be true of other insects.

Of the 5,000,000 Jews estimated to be on

The Senate, Thursday, passed the river
~ and harbor appropriation bill. As adopted, the bill appropriates in _ the aggregate

dou Hasna

t company of annuals, —we | the
nted chiefly, and with the

atten

have’ exper

H
Ts:

sts.

the face of the globe, 120,000 are assigned

were decided in favor bf the sitting mem-

’

:

‘The contested election cases

;

Of all the diffrent kinds of living things
in this world,—about 800,000 plants and
250,000 animals,~~there is no class at all
to be compared for numbers with that of

«

The Glover resolution, cenmoney men.
suring Secretary Robeson for the transfer
funds, to , Jay. Cooke,
of government
_ McCulloch & Co., Was adopted, and the
entire subject referred to the judiciary

again.

Psy a

. bustering notions on the part of the hard-

x

0%

COFFEE,
cessseraseuaes
gold Jeane h®

¥D.
kh

State,

J

in its joints,—~three ntbnths old, it may /orease their growth Tapidly. ‘Bit it 1s on
be,—never to intrude itself upon yom roses, geristaine and fuchsias,—with all

The census of school children in Pitts:
field, Mass., was taken by Michael Lahey,
who has no arms, having lost them bya
railroad accident when ‘a boy.
He holds
his pen in his mouth, and his writing is as
legible as print.

cre, and the bill authorizing the slo of the
Osage ceded lands in Kansas was passed.
In the House, an effort to pass the Bland
silver bill was defeated by a series of fili-

Java,

4p 40 wn TH

goose,
‘ Why,

COREEEL EEE SEERL REET

door or window, and immediately goes ‘the addition of {ron to their soil, and copperabout its business as naturally se ifs asin solution will produce more speedy
were venerable with age and experience. effects than the iron filings. Three pounds
This
is its first’ day 'of life, and it is full of it dissolvedin a barrel of *‘suds” from
grown.
The last. you will ‘see of it, it'will the wash and applied at night-fall to melgo out somie ‘dayin ‘autumn, old, and stiff ons, cucumbers, tomatoes, ‘etc., will ‘in-

Dorkins thought she’d jump

down “the lightning rod,

good to prime ..... ™

‘of any fly, it comes buzzing in. at an open den.’ Bandy lands are’ greatly benefited by

'A down, you could pick 1'off the goose,” said
Mr. Dorkins, exultantly.

the President

on S, C., mhséato'the Hamburg,
in relati

committee.

or ashes with'the soil, and iron turnings
Did you ‘ever consider that you never or filings, which “can, be pidcured at the,
shops have ‘often ‘been employed’
saw an * infant” fiy? Small’ flies’ are not |. as
necessarily young flies. The first we see | to’ givea brighter hue to the flower-gar-

oh the back of & goose, how would
you get

im-

adopted.

was

bill

that

from his

mT

the

peachment, Tuegday, rendered a verdict of down?” Mrs.
‘down, slide
not guilty ‘on all the articles preferred
Belknap. down on the
against ex-Secretary of War
gave itup.
The conference commiftee’s report on the
academy

him

285g8ER

something

roses that are nearly white are ‘improved |
in coloring
by mixing-iron sand’and potash |

©

informed

|.ant foliage, and that even white flowers, or |

8

farmer, recently, and
he would like to have

constituer ts are needful to

oo»

extending the appropria-

message was received froin

a1 well-educated

3
cents for it.
« I've got another, my dear,” said Mr.
Dorkins as he hurried into the house. ‘¢ If
you were on top of Trinity church spire

A resolu-

tions for government expenses until
10th instant.
The Senate, sitting as a court of

military

met

‘ferruginous

a lobster, and you
should . lay one in
your lap and examine its’ form, you would
confess that God's smaller works are finished with most wonderful perfection.

pen. The farmer sent him 'a pig, and
in the charged him nine dollars jand seventy-five

pointing out some of the defects

tion was “passed

editor

plants and vegetables,’ with ‘beneficial |
results. It has lou Pech ‘known ' ‘that

t, hues of the |
er still'can give ‘the’ number of its claws ‘produce. the most
on each foot. ‘Were the fly as largeas petalsof flowers, and, the most luxur- | order

phant,” »

A Western

9 deficency

.

A bill was passed increasing the cavalry

2500 more for duty in the Indian country.
The House, by a strict party vote, adopted
the majority naval report, sending the
case of Secretary Robeson to the judiciary
A
committee for further consideration.
,
Presidént
the
from
received
message was
sundry civil appropriation bill.

than any other insect, and yet but few persons who Will read this article can tell
how many feet the créatiure has; and’ few-

went into the newspaper business.

vote.

two minutes in which to explain his

SE
of

i

CONGRESSIONAL.
The Senate: decided Monday 'to take a|

each member ‘of the’ collrt being allowed

| of the red paticles
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